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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BALTIMORE CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT and
BALTIMORE CITY LODGE NO. 3, FRATERNAL ORDER OF POLICE, UNIT I

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLE, POLICIES, AND PURPOSES
It is the intent and purpose of the Baltimore City Lodge No. 3, Fraternal Order of
Police, Inc. (“Lodge”) and the Baltimore City Police Department (“Employer” or
“Department”) to promote and improve the efficiency of the operations of the City of
Baltimore and the Baltimore Police Department. In order to render the most efficient
public service to the citizens of the City, the Lodge and Employer agree that this goal can
best be achieved through an orderly, constructive and harmonious relationship between
them. The parties hereto are in further accord that effective employee relations in the
public service requires a clear statement of wages, hours and working conditions and of
the respective rights and obligations of labor and management and requires a mechanism
for the peaceful and equitable resolution of differences which may arise. For these
purposes the parties enter into this Memorandum of Understanding (“Memorandum”).
ARTICLE 1
RECOGNITION
Pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Employees Relations Ordinance, Article
12 of the Baltimore City Code (1983 Replacement Volume, as amended) and the Code of
Public Local Laws of Baltimore City, Section 16-8A, the Employer recognizes Baltimore
City Lodge No. 3, Fraternal Order of Police, Inc. as the sole and exclusive representative
of Unit I, all sworn police personnel below the rank of Sergeant, with the exception of (a)
those employees determined to be confidential by the Labor Commissioner in accordance
with the Municipal Employees Relations Ordinance and (b) probationary employees.
Solely for the purposes of this Memorandum and Lodge membership and representation,
“probationary employee” means any sworn employee who has not completed entrance
level training, and this in no way modifies the probationary period as defined in Section
16-10 (e) (2) of the Code of Public Local Laws of Baltimore City or the Law Enforcement
Officers’ Bill of Rights, which remains in effect through June 30, 2022. For the purposes
of this Memorandum of Understanding, all police officers, police agents, and flight officers
in the Police Department shall be referred to as “employees” or “members of the
bargaining unit.”
ARTICLE 2
CHECK-OFF
The Employer agrees to deduct Lodge dues from the pay of any eligible employee
whom it is certified to represent and who authorizes such deductions in writing pursuant
to the provisions of the Municipal Employees Relations Ordinance. The Employer shall
transmit all such monies withheld to the Lodge within fourteen (14) days of said
deduction. The Employer agrees to supply the Lodge or its designee with a dues
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deduction computer printout on a quarterly basis throughout the term of this
Memorandum. Said printout shall include each individual's name, address, workplace,
annual salary, and amount deducted per pay period. Charges for deducting the cost of
Lodge-sponsored programs, if any, shall be in accordance with city-wide policies currently
in effect.
Such authorization shall be continued from year to year unless revoked in writing
by the employee, thirty (30) days prior to the anniversary date of the authorization.
The Lodge shall indemnify and save the Employer harmless from any and all
claims, grievances, actions, suits or other forms of liability or damages that arise out of
or by reason of the disposition of the funds deducted under this Article as soon as they
have been remitted by the City to the Lodge.
Pursuant to the Municipal Employees Relations Ordinance, no other employee
organization, within the meaning of Baltimore City Code, Article 12, Section 1-1(e)(1),
shall be entitled to check off dues.
ARTICLE 3
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Subject to the provisions of this Memorandum, the Employer shall have all of the
rights set forth in Article 12, Section 3-2 of the Baltimore City Code (1983 Replacement
Volume, as amended), Article II, Section 27 of the Baltimore City Charter (1996 Edition)
and the Code of Public Local Laws of Baltimore City, Subtitle 16, Police Department, which
provisions are incorporated herein by reference.
ARTICLE 4
NON-DISCRIMINATION
The provisions of this Memorandum shall be applied equally to all employees in
the bargaining unit for which the Lodge is the certified representative without
discrimination as to age, sex, marital status, race, creed, color, national origin, political
affiliation, disability as defined in the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), or sexual
orientation.
ARTICLE 5
GRIEVANCE AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURE
A.
Subject to any limitation of existing law, any grievance, defined in the Municipal
Employees Relations Ordinance Article 12, Section 1-1(g) as a dispute concerning the
application or interpretation of the terms of this Memorandum of Understanding or a
claimed violation, misrepresentation or misapplication of the rules or regulations of the
Employer affecting the terms and conditions of employment, may be settled in the
following manner:
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STEP 1:
A grievance may be initially filed orally with the aggrieved employee's immediate
supervisor within thirty (30) calendar days from the event or when the aggrieved
employee should have reasonably known of the grievance. The designated Lodge
Representative may represent the employee in presenting the grievance. The
parties shall attempt to resolve the grievance informally. Consultation with second
level supervision is permissible provided all parties agree.
STEP 2:
If not resolved at Step 1, the grievance shall be filed in writing with the District
Section, or Unit Commander. (The “Sections” or “Units” referred to in this
paragraph are the Police Commissioner's Staff, Divisions, and Sections, the Staff,
Sections, and Units of the Deputy Commissioners, and the Sections within the
Neighborhood Patrol Division, Criminal Investigation Division, Administrative
Bureau, Public Integrity Bureau, and Compliance Bureau). The writing shall state
generally the substance of the grievance and identify the aggrieved employee.
The parties shall meet within seven (7) days of the filing of the grievance at this
step to discuss its substance. The District or Unit Commander shall give his
decision in writing within seven (7) working days after the aforesaid meeting.
STEP 3:
If not resolved at Step 2, the grievance may be presented to the relevant Division
Chief or Deputy Commissioner (Neighborhood Patrol Division, Criminal
Investigation Division, Administrative Bureau, Public Integrity Bureau, and
Compliance Bureau), who shall meet with the designated Lodge Representative
and the aggrieved party within ten (10) working days after the grievance has been
denied, and shall give his answer in writing within ten (10) working days of this
meeting.
Special Provision - STEP 3:
Within thirty (30) days of an alleged grievance, the Lodge is authorized to present
said grievance at this step if the grievance affects a significant number of
employees in more than one (1) District, Section, or Unit. Should this provision
be used, the relevant Division Chief or Deputy Commissioner will meet with the
Lodge Representative(s) within ten (10) working days of the filing of said grievance
and will provide, in writing, an answer within fourteen (14) days following the
aforementioned meeting.
STEP 4:
If the grievance is not resolved at Step 3, the grievance may be presented to the
Police Commissioner or designee who shall meet with the designated Lodge
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Representative(s) within ten (10) working days of the denial and shall give his
response within fourteen (14) working days of the meeting.
STEP 5:
a)
If a grievance has not been satisfactorily resolved at Step 4, the
Lodge may, within ten (10) working days of the completion of Step 4,
initiate arbitration by written notice to the Police Commissioner and the
Labor Commissioner of the Lodge's decision to arbitrate.
b)
Within five (5) working days after receipt of the notice, the parties
shall attempt to agree upon an arbitrator. If such attempts fail, within ten
(10) working days after receipt of a panel of seven (7) names obtained from
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service upon the request of either
party, the parties shall alternately strike names from that panel until one
(1) name remains. That person shall be the arbitrator.
c)
Briefs shall be filed only if the arbitrator determines they are
necessary.
d)

The arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding on all parties.

e)

The Employer cannot present a grievance to the arbitration step.

f)
The cost of any arbitration proceedings under this Memorandum
shall be equally divided between the Department and the Lodge.
g)
Saturdays, Sundays and legal holidays shall not be counted in
computing time limits.
B.
The Lodge shall be the exclusive representative in all grievance matters, except
that an employee may represent themself as provided in Section 4-1(d) of the Municipal
Employees Relations Ordinance, and except that if a grievance has not been resolved in
Step 1, an aggrieved employee may request, upon notice in writing within five (5)
calendar days after conclusion of Step 1, that the grievance be submitted to the Personnel
Service Board in accordance with the provisions of Section 16 of the Code of Public Local
Laws of Baltimore City. If the employee makes such a request, he shall be deemed to
have waived his right to have his grievance processed through Steps 2-4 hereof. Section
4-1(d) of the Municipal Employees Relations Ordinance shall apply to any adjustment of
an employee's grievance by the Department or the Personnel Service Board pursuant to
this paragraph.
C.
All grievances in writing shall be filed on a form developed jointly by both parties.
The grieving party shall retain a copy of the grievance form submitted.
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D.
It is agreed that the arbitrator is not empowered to hear, reverse, remand, set
aside or in any way modify a judgment in a disciplinary proceeding. Such judgment shall
continue to be appealable only in accordance with the procedures set forth in the Law
Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights, which remains in effect through June 30, 2022, or
the Maryland Police Accountability Act of 2021 - Police Discipline and Law Enforcement
Programs and Procedures, HB 670 (“HB 670”), Section 3-106 (I) and (J).
ARTICLE 6
LODGE REPRESENTATIVES
A.

The Lodge may appoint representatives in the Department as follows:
One (1) in each District of the Neighborhood Patrol Division
One (1) in the Special Operations Section or Special Services Section
One (1) in the Criminal Investigations Division
One (1) in the Public Integrity Bureau or the Compliance Bureau
One (1) in the Administrative Bureau
One (1) Employee at Large

B.
A written list of Lodge Representatives shall be furnished to the Department
immediately after their designation and the Lodge shall notify the Department promptly
of any change of such representatives.
C.
After appropriate notice to his Commanding Officer, a Lodge Representative shall
be granted reasonable time off during working hours with pay when he is engaged in
processing (investigating and presenting) a grievance under Article ARTICLE 55 of this
Memorandum, and where it will not interfere with the operations of the Department.
ARTICLE 7
VACATIONS, HOLIDAYS, DAYS OFF AND SPECIAL LEAVE
A.

DEFINITIONS
Leave, for the purposes of this Article, is defined as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vacation Leave (V Hours)
Holiday Leave (P Hours)
Scheduled Days Off (H days)
Compensatory Leave (C Hours)
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B.

REQUEST FOR LEAVE1

1.
Leave requested from November 1 to December 10 for the next
calendar year. Employees requesting leave for the next calendar year from November 1
to December 10 shall designate all Vacation (V Hours), Holiday Leave (P Hours), and
accrued Compensatory Leave (C Hours) as of the request date to be taken. All leave
requests shall not be unreasonably denied. Leave requests submitted between November
1 to December 10 as part of the calendar year leave request process shall be granted on
the basis of seniority within rank. Any leave requests submitted pursuant to this Section
which have not been approved or denied as of December 20 shall be deemed approved.
All H Days connected to leave submitted and approved pursuant to this Section shall
receive the same protections from cancellation as said leave.
2.
Leave requested for a calendar year in which leave selections
already have closed. Employee requests for Vacation Leave, Holiday Leave, and
accrued Compensatory Leave for a calendar year in which the bidding has already closed
shall be granted on a first come, first served basis. Such leave shall be approved or denied
by the employee’s immediate permanent ranked supervisor, or by the permanent ranked
person filling that position during such supervisor’s absence, within ten (10) days of
submission. All leave requests shall not be unreasonably denied. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, it is agreed that it is reasonable to deny leave if granting it would take the
shift below the shift constant (the shift constant in effect will be publicized to affected
employees). Any documented requests for Vacation Leave, Holiday Leave, or accrued
Compensatory Leave which have not been approved or denied within 10 days of the
submission shall be deemed approved.
3.
In those instances where a senior police officer puts in for vacation leave
and subsequently withdraws same and then decides to resubmit a request for the same
leave days on or before December 10, said leave shall be granted unless another police
officer has already submitted a leave request for the same dates, regardless of the
officer’s seniority.
4.
C.

See Article 10D-10F for additional provisions governing leave bidding.

VACATION LEAVE (V HOURS)

1.
Employees shall be granted the same number of vacation hours as in the
past and consistent with the schedule which is set forth in the Administrative Manual. The
rate of vacation leave accrual is based upon the eligible employee's length of continuous
service and is earned at a set rate for each completed month of service.

1

For FY 2022 leave bidding, prior to the language in Sections B1-B3 of this Article taking effect, the
parties agreed, given the contract settlement date, to a modified schedule for FY22 leave bidding, as
provided in the parties Amendment to the MOA, executed on January 10, 2022.
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For reference purposes, the present vacation schedule is as follows:
COMPLETED YRS OF
CONTINUOUS SERVICE
0 through 5
6 through 10
11 through 13
14 through 18
19 or more

VACATION HOURS
EARNED PER MONTH
8.5
10.625
12.75
14.875
17

PER YEAR FULL-TIME
EMPLOYEE
102
127.5
153
178.5
204

Employees shall be charged 8.5 vacation hours when they take off a work day.
2.
Employees’ current vacation buckets will be allowed to go into the negative
by one year’s worth of vacation hours. Employees may use such vacation consistent with
usual scheduling practices. (If an employee leaves employment during the year and uses
more vacation for the year than has been accrued, the employee will be required to
reimburse the City for such used vacation.)
a.
Vacation Leave scheduled and approved prior to December 10th shall
be cancelled only in the event of an extreme emergency declared by the Police
Commissioner or the Commissioner's designee or when otherwise directed by the
Police Commissioner.
These criteria shall also be followed for any other type of leave (P Hours or
H Days) which is obviously scheduled in conjunction with Vacation Leave.
b.
Regardless of date scheduled and approved, a paid vacation leave
period (V hours, P hours, or C hours) in a block equal to the total number of hours
worked between the employee’s scheduled H days shall be cancelled only in the
event of an extreme emergency declared by the Police Commissioner or the
Commissioner's designee or when otherwise directed by the Police Commissioner.
This shall also apply to any H days taken in conjunction with the vacation period.
3.
It is not the intent of Section C.2 to preclude an employee from making a
vacation period using more than 17 P hours. However, this type of vacation period would
not receive the same protection against cancellation as that described in Section C.2.
4.
The Vacation Leave accumulation bank for bargaining unit employees is
1,642 hours including any previously accrued K hours through June 30, 2000.
Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, under no circumstances shall any hours
be accrued beyond 1,642 hours for any reason after December 31st of any calendar year.
5.
Effective January 1, 2015, vacation leave accumulation for all current
employees shall be capped at 1,063 hours. Employees who have already accrued 1,642
vacation leave hours or a number between 1,063 and 1,642 accumulated vacation leave
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hours as of January 1, 2015 shall maintain those hours. Employees hired after January
1, 2015 may accumulate up to 383 vacation leave hours.
D.

HOLIDAY LEAVE (P HOURS)

Employees will be provided with Holiday Leave hours equal to 13 holidays (or 14
holidays in a congressional election year), with the Holiday Leave provided to employees
at the commencement of the calendar year – this will be the equivalent to 111 P hours
(or 119.5 P hours in a congressional election year).
Holiday Leave is available for use throughout the calendar year and may be
scheduled through the annual leave bidding process, if the employee chooses to do so.
If, due to Department operational needs, an employee’s Holiday Leave is cancelled by
the Department and the employee is unable to reschedule such leave during the same
calendar year, it will be paid out after the calendar year in which it was earned and
unused at the employee’s straight time rate of pay.
Holiday Leave is not subject to accrual, accumulation or payment at separation
from service. If an employee separates from service for any reason, the employee will
be required to pay back Holiday Leave used on a pro rata basis, which may be deducted
from any final leave payout and/or their final pay. For purposes of determining pro rata
repayment, a holiday shall be deemed “earned” on the day the holiday is normally
observed as designated by the General Orders and/or the Labor Commissioner. Example:
If an employee has used thirteen holidays and the employee separates on October 31,
the employee shall be required to repay three holidays (Veterans Day, Thanksgiving, and
Christmas Day).
Employees who work on the actual day for Thanksgiving, Christmas and/or New
Year's shall be paid an additional four (4) hours compensation.
In the event two (2) or more employees have scheduled and approved Holiday
Leave on the same day and it becomes necessary to cancel said leave, the last requested
leave shall be the first cancelled, unless the employees agree otherwise.
E.

SCHEDULED DAYS OFF (H DAYS)
1.

Cancellation and Rescinded Cancellation of H Days

a.
If an employee receives notice of the cancellation of their H Day,
which is not being taken in conjunction with approved leave, as provided in Section
B.1 and C.2.b of this Article, the employee shall receive four (4) hours of pay
(hereinafter “penalty pay”). The penalty shall apply even if the cancellation of the
H Day is rescinded by the Department. If the cancellation is rescinded, and the
employee is not compelled to work, the relief for the rescinded cancellation is
limited to the penalty pay.
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b.
If the employee is compelled to work on their H Day due to a
cancellation, in addition to the penalty pay, the employee shall be entitled to
reschedule the substitute day off within the same work period as the originally
scheduled H Day, subject to manpower constraints, as follows. If the employee
can reschedule the substituted day off on the same day of the week as the
cancelled H Day, he/she shall take that day off. If the employee is unable to
reschedule the substituted day off on the same day of the week within the same
work period, the employee shall have the option either of taking the substituted
day off or receiving pay for the cancelled day at his/her regular rate of pay for the
H Day that was forfeited in addition to the penalty pay discussed above.
c.
In order to avoid cancellation of H Days for all employees, the
Department may cancel H Days only for certain employees or classes of
employees.
2.
An employee retains the option to request a change in his or her regularly
scheduled H days within the twenty-eight (28) day work period. His or her immediate
supervisor may grant the request. In that circumstance, the above provisions of this
Section shall not apply.
3.
Regardless of the foregoing Section 1, the Employer shall have the right to
designate five (5) days for each subsequent calendar year on which all H days will be
considered cancelled. For 2022, this designation will take place on or after January 21
(immediately following the close of the 2022 vacation period), and for 2023 and
thereafter, it will take place on or after December 21 (immediately following the close of
the December 20 vacation period). Employees working on such H days will be paid time
and one-half for working such days but shall have no right to take the day off. The only
exception to this provision shall be for those employees who have scheduled vacation
leave (and any H days in conjunction with that vacation) during the annual scheduling
period, who shall not have their vacation leave or H days cancelled on the days designated
in this Section 3.
F.

SCHEDULED DAYS CHANGED OR CANCELLED

An employee's scheduled days off or approved leave shall not be changed or
cancelled solely for the purpose of avoiding the payment of overtime, over the objection
of the employee. This provision shall not apply if such day is cancelled for operational
reasons.
G.

TRANSFERS, REASSIGNMENTS, PROMOTIONS

Changes or cancellation of leave as covered in Sections B, C, and D shall not apply
in cases of voluntary transfers, voluntary reassignments, promotions or disciplinary
actions. Sections B, C, and D of this Article cover involuntary transfers and involuntary
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reassignments. In cases of promotions only, Section B.1 dealing with vacation leave
which has been scheduled and approved prior to December 10th, shall apply.
H.

LEAVE ORDER OF PRIORITY

When it becomes necessary, for operational reasons, to cancel previously scheduled
and/or approved leave, the following order of priority for cancellation shall be adhered
to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
I.

C Hours – Compensatory Leave
P Hours - Holiday Leave
V Hours – Vacation Leave
H Day – Scheduled Day Off

BEREAVEMENT LEAVE

An employee shall be granted four (4) consecutive work days of leave of absence
with pay for the death of a member of the employee's immediate family. The immediate
family includes: Mother, Father, Sister, Brother, Spouse, registered domestic partner (as
defined by the Baltimore City Code, provided the name of the domestic partner is filed
on record with the Baltimore City Department of Personnel in advance), Child,
Grandparent, Grandchild, Mother-in-law, Father-in-law, step or half-blood relatives, or
any relative residing in the same household as the employee. These four (4) days of
leave will be granted beginning either on the day of death or the work day immediately
following the day of death, at the employee's request. In the event that funeral
arrangements are delayed because of out-of-town travel or other extenuating
circumstances, the four (4) consecutive work-day requirement shall be waived. The
employee shall also be granted four (4) consecutive work days of leave of absence with
pay in the event of a stillborn birth.
One (1) day's leave of absence will be authorized for the death of the employee's
Aunt, Uncle, or Great Grandparent. This one (1) day leave of absence must be taken
within four (4) calendar days of the date of death.
J.

CHILD CARE LEAVE

Employees in the Unit shall be eligible for leave under the Family and Medical
Leave Act (“FMLA”) for birth of an employee’s child. The employee shall be permitted to
use any accrued vacation or personal leave hours, banked days, P hours, VMI hours,
compensatory leave hours and 42.5 accrued sick leave hours up to a maximum of twelve
(12) weeks of FMLA leave. Time off granted in accordance with this provision will be
considered leave days pursuant to the Agency’s FMLA policy. This leave shall be granted
unless the Police Commissioner shall declare a public emergency requiring the
cancellation of all leave throughout the agency for a stated period of time after which the
affected employee shall be returned to paid leave as described herein.
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K.

TERMINAL LEAVE

Within sixty (60) calendar days of an employee’s effective date of retirement, said
employee shall have the right to schedule up to sixty (60) calendar days of terminal leave,
excluding scheduled days off, using accrued and unused compensatory or vacation leave
that otherwise would be paid out at termination. Any leave time that would not be paid
out at termination is not eligible for use in this terminal leave period.
L.

DONATION LEAVE

Subject to approval by the employee’s Commanding Officer, an employee with
banked vacation leave may transfer up to 17 vacation hours per calendar year to another
Unit employee (donee) who is experiencing a personal hardship, providing the following
conditions are met:
1.
The donee has exhausted all of his/her accrued leave including Vacation,
Personal Leave, K hours (while applicable) and VMI hours.
2.
The transfer of leave pursuant to this section is strictly a donation. Leave
may not be transferred in exchange for cash or other remuneration.
3.
The donee must be experiencing a hardship for which the transfer of leave
provides relief.
4.

All leave transferred pursuant to this section is an irrevocable transfer.

5.
A donee may receive no more than 255 transferred hours in any one
calendar year.
6.
authorized.

Use of donated leave by employees on suspension or termination is not

Notwithstanding the above provisions, the Police Commissioner will exercise sole
authority as to the continuance of this section and may terminate this program upon 30
days written notice to the bargaining unit and any affected personnel.
M.

Payment for Unused Leave

Upon resignation, termination of employment or retirement from the Department,
employees shall be paid in full for any accumulated vacation and personal leave at their
regular rate of pay.
N.

Medical Leave Bank

The Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) Medical Leave Bank hereinafter referred to as
“the Bank” will continue in effect. Membership in the Bank will be voluntary for all
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employees hired after June 25, 1997. All new employees who request membership in the
bank will be assessed 8.5 hours of medical leave for deposit in the Bank.
An employee in the bargaining unit may receive a grant from the Bank only after:
1.
2.
3.

Filing an application with the Medical Leave Bank Committee.
Submitting satisfactory medical evidence of the illness or injury.
Submitting evidence of having exhausted all accumulated leave.

The Board of Directors of the Bank shall be composed of two (2) representatives of the
FOP appointed by the FOP President and two (2) representatives of the Employer
appointed by the Police Commissioner.
New employees must join the Bank within the first thirty (30) days after completion of
their entrance level training or lose their right to join until the next contribution period.
Employees may relinquish their membership in the Bank at any time; if they do so,
however, they will lose their contribution in the Bank and will not be allowed to join again
until the next contribution period.
All contributions will remain in force and cannot be returned even upon cancellation of
membership.
Unused medical leave days in the bank at the end of the year shall be carried over to the
next year.
On or before April 1, 2012, the Labor Commissioner will convene a labor-management
committee to establish an audit system which will keep accurate records of the number
of days in the leave bank and to otherwise monitor activities of the medical leave bank.
For a detailed description of the Bank please refer to the brochure entitled “Baltimore City
FOP Medical Leave Bank”.
ARTICLE 8
SAFETY
A.
The Employer and the Lodge will cooperate in the enforcement of safety. Any
concerns or suggestions regarding safety may be directed to the Joint Labor-Management
Liaison Committee.
B.
The Employer shall replace any bullet proof vest issued to an employee in the Unit
immediately upon its mandatory replacement date as determined by the manufacturer of
the vest. Additionally, all radio batteries shall be replaced immediately upon the
expiration date as specified by the manufacturer of the battery and/or the battery is
determined to be defective by a Departmental Supervisor of any rank.
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ARTICLE 9
HEALTH AND WELFARE
A.
The parties recognize, and agree to, the Third Health and Prescription Drug Plan
Agreement, as approved by the Board of Estimates, on June 27, 2018, which is attached
hereto in Addendum A, along with the accompanying exhibits, and which shall remain in
effect as provided therein, until a successor agreement is submitted to, and approved by,
the Board of Estimates. The parties recognize that the Third Health and Prescription Drug
Plan Agreement shall need to be amended and modified through bargaining conducted
among all participating unions during the term of this Agreement.
B.
Effective January 1, 2008, the Employer reserves the right to adjust the percentage
of the retiree’s contribution for those employees who retire with less than twenty (20)
years of service on or after January 1, 2008. This provision shall not apply to any
employee who receives disability retirement benefit.
C.
During the term of this Memorandum, the Department will continue in effect the
stress management program providing services related thereto at no or nominal cost for
employees and family members affected by the employees' job-related stress problems;
except that if the provider contract is put up for bids, the bid specifications will be subject
to the approval of both the Lodge and the Department prior to their submission to the
Bureau of Purchases or Board of Estimates. In the event the Lodge or the Department
is dissatisfied with the selection of the provider or the content of the specifications
promulgated by the Board of Estimates, the Lodge and the Department shall jointly
appeal to the Board of Estimates.
D.
The waiver form will continue to limit the waiver disclosure of the doctor's opinion
and such facts as shall, in his professional judgment, be necessary to comport with
professional standards while protecting the patient's privacy.
E.
The face value of the death benefit for active employees shall be equivalent to the
employee’s annual salary at time of death. The retiree death benefit is $7,000.00.
F.

WAIVER OF GENERIC DRUG REQUIREMENT

The Employer agrees to provide the Lodge with copies of the proposed bidding
specifications for the City's prescription drug program providers for the Lodge's review
and comment. The parties will meet and confer with a view to reaching an agreement
over a workable provision that would enable participants to obtain proprietary drugs
under the program, when expressly prescribed by the treating physician as medically
necessary.
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G.

SECTION 125 PLAN

The Employer will continue to administer the Section 125 Plan whereby the
employees’ contributions to health care, vision, and prescription programs would be
excluded from Federal and State taxes.
H.
The Employer shall remit an annual payment of $650 (to be paid bi-weekly) to
each employee who, with satisfactory proof of alternative health insurance coverage
received in another plan, elects not to take any coverage under a City Health Care Plan.
If, after waiving coverage under any City Health Care Plan, the employee loses coverage
due to the death of a spouse or other person who is a source of coverage, divorce, loss
of employment or deletion of benefits (or such other qualifying event as determined by
the Employee Benefits Division), the employee may enroll in a City Health Care Plan and
consequently relinquish the waiver payment. The employee must notify the City's
Employee Benefits Division within thirty (30) days after a qualifying event occurs in order
to enroll in a City Health Care Plan. The Employer shall apportion the payment should
an employee either enter or leave a City Health Care Plan within a calendar year.
I.
An employee shall be entitled to a Hospital Bill Audit Gain sharing payment of
331/3% of an overpayment (or other billing error resulting in an overpayment to the health
care provider), up to a maximum of $500 to the employee for each incident. In order to
qualify for the Gain sharing payment, the employee must: (a) identify an overpayment of
more than $250 (in the aggregate) in a hospital bill that is presented to an employee or
his or her dependent and (b) notify the City's Employee Benefits Division of the error
within thirty (30) days after receipt of an Explanation of Benefits from the Health Plan.
Payment shall be due and made only if the error is verified and the amount overpaid
actually is recovered to the City's benefit.
J.
The Employer will provide continued health care coverage at active employee rates
for benefit-eligible survivors (spouses and eligible dependents) of those employees who
were enrolled in City health care plans and were killed in the line of duty at any time prior
to or subsequent to January 1, 1995. If survivors or enrolled dependents become eligible
for Medicare, they must enroll in the City retiree health care plan for coverage.
K.
Unmarried dependents shall be covered by Employer’s Prescription Drug and Vision
Care Programs until the end of the calendar year the dependents reach age 26.
L.

Optical Plan

Optical plan benefits shall apply to current and future retirees, widows, and
dependents. The plan shall include an eye exam every twenty-four months and
prescription glasses, if needed.
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ARTICLE 10
OVERTIME AND HOURS OF WORK
A.
Hours of Work and Overtime for Non-Neighborhood Patrol Division
Assignments
The work period for non-patrol employees shall be 28 days.
1.
The work schedule for employees not assigned to the Neighborhood Patrol
Division shall be based on the total number of work days assigned in their schedule, as
created in Subsection 4 below, per calendar workweek (Sunday to Saturday) at 8.50
hours (8 hours and 30 minutes) per day. All time worked in excess of 8 hours and 30
minutes per day shall be compensated at overtime rates.
2.
The workday for employees in non-patrol assignments shall consist of eight
and a half (8.5) hour tours of duty, with shift start and stop times established by the unit.
All time worked in excess of eight and a half (8.5) hours shall be compensated at overtime
rates.
3.
Roll call will begin at the start of the eight and a half (8.5) hour tour of duty.
Accordingly, employees in Non-Neighborhood Patrol Division Assignments shall be
compensated for 8.50 hours each day, including a 1/2 hour paid lunch.
4.
The Department shall create non-patrol schedules, setting H-days and shift
hours, within the following parameters: (i) non-patrol schedules shall not exceed 2,074
working hours per calendar year; (ii) no less than 45% of regular weekly H-Days are
weekends (consecutive Saturdays and Sundays); (iii) non-patrol employees shall have off
at least two (2) weekends in a 28-day period; (iv) no non-patrol schedule shall have more
than five consecutive workdays; and (v) the non-patrol schedule shall have no more than
one (1) standalone H-Day in a 28-day period. All other H-days must be connected to at
least one other H-Day.
While the Department is operating Patrol on the 5/2-5/3 schedule, it has the
discretion to use the same schedule for non-patrol units without regard to the parameters
set forth in Section A.Error! Reference source not found. to 4 of this Article.
B.
Hours of Work and Overtime for Neighborhood Patrol Division
Assignments
1.
The work schedule for employees in the Neighborhood Patrol Division
assigned to patrol duties shall be four (4) or five (5) days of work depending on the
rotation of the schedule in a calendar workweek (Sunday to Saturday) at 8.50 hours (8
hours and 30 minutes) per day. All time worked in excess of 8 hours and 30 minutes per
day shall be compensated at overtime rates.
2.

The work period for patrol employees shall be 28 days.
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3.
There shall be three (3) leave groups from which H days shall be
determined.
4.
The eight and a half (8.5) hour tour of duty shall consist of a fifteen (15)
minute period for roll call at the beginning of the tour and a fifteen (15) minute period at
the end of the tour for administrative, training or deployment time as determined at the
discretion of the patrol shift commander.
5.
The number of officers assigned to each shift shall be at the sole discretion
of the Baltimore City Police Department, through the authority of the Police
Commissioner.
6.
The Police Commissioner shall have the right to modify or change the patrol
schedule and/or the start and stop times of the shifts based on community and
departmental interests, provided that any modified schedule must remain in effect for a
period of no less than twenty-four (24) months. Any changes to the patrol schedule shall
occur on or about January 1, to coincide with the first 28-day period after the new year.
To modify the schedule, the Police Commissioner must formally announce the
modification of the patrol schedule prior to July 1. At least sixty (60) calendar days before
the July 1 announcement of a schedule change, the Police Commissioner or his/her
designee(s) shall meet and solicit feedback from the Lodge.
7.
These provisions shall also apply to any non-patrol unit that follows the
Neighborhood Patrol Division schedule as defined in Subsection (1) of this Section.
C.

Provisions Applicable to All Assignments
1.

All days and hours of paid leave shall be treated as hours worked.

2.
The Employer shall not vary or rearrange an employee's scheduled tour of
duty hours to avoid the payment of overtime when hours of overtime are previously
worked unless agreed to at the sole option of the employee.
3.
Employees of the Bargaining Unit required to attend roll call preparation as
officers in charge (“OIC”) will receive compensation at their appropriate overtime rate.
4.

Mandatory Overtime Assignments.

a.
In the event that the Department shall find it necessary to mandate
that a Unit employee work in an overtime capacity that is not contiguous with an
employee's regularly scheduled shift, the Department shall make every effort to
solicit volunteers from within the employee's unit of assignment to work mandated
overtime assignments.
b.
In the event that there are insufficient volunteers, the Department
agrees to permit a reasonable number of employees to be exempt from working
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mandatory overtime on the basis of exigent circumstances including, but not
limited to, family illness, attendance at educational classes, approved secondary
employment, pre-paid social events, etc.
c.
When drafting employees in patrol assignments to work additional
hours, after all other options have been exhausted, the following procedure shall
be followed:
(i)
Consult the Shift Seniority List and select the number
of employees needed to fill shortages, beginning with the least senior
employee.
(ii)
Once selected for additional hours, the employee shall
then be rotated to the bottom of the list. The next employee on the list (not
on approved leave) shall then become the first employee to be selected for
the next assignment of additional hours.
(iii)
No employee shall be selected to work additional hours
at the conclusion of his or her last scheduled tour of duty before any
scheduled day off.
(iv)
No employee shall be drafted to work more than four
(4) hours beyond his/her scheduled tour of duty.
(v)

No employee shall be drafted on consecutive days.

(vi)
Where feasible, employees of the on-duty shift will be
notified at roll call that they are being drafted to work additional hours, or,
in the case of a medical call-out at any time during the employee’s tour of
duty, notice will be provided within a reasonable period of time.
5.
In the event an employee in a Neighborhood Patrol Division assignment is
drafted to work overtime in contravention of one or more of the circumstances set forth
in sections 4.c(ii)–4.c(vi) above, that employee shall be granted immunity from being
drafted in the twenty-one (21) consecutive calendar days following the date of the
infraction. It is agreed, however, that any immunity pursuant to this provision shall not
be triggered, and shall not bar overtime drafting, in connection with any extreme
emergency unrelated to drafting (e.g., civil disturbance). For purposes of this section,
an extreme emergency means the Police Commissioner or the Commissioner’s designee
has declared or otherwise directed that an extreme emergency exists. It is understood
that this section shall not apply in the event of cancellation of an H-Day, which is governed
by Article 7E.
6.
Changes to the employee's scheduled work hours with less than forty-eight
(48) hours’ notice from the start of the originally scheduled shift shall entitle the affected
employee to the payment of two (2) additional hours compensation at the employee's
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regular rate of pay for each shift worked with less than the required forty-eight (48)
hours’ notice.
D.

Schedule Bidding

1.
groups.

All officers, in Patrol and Non-Patrol, will bid on their schedule and leave

2.
Bidding is based on seniority in grade. Officers currently on a permanent
midnight shift shall have preference to stay on midnight shift.
3.

Seniority shall be defined as reflected in Addendum Q.

4.
The Department shall determine the number of slots available in each shift
and leave group.
5.
No transfers can occur during the shift bidding period (September 21 October 8) or during the vacation leave book period (November 1 - December 10), except
for transfers due to limited duty status, EEO issues, discipline, demotion, promotion, or
assignment from field training.
6.

The Department will maintain and make available for inspection a seniority

7.

Shift bidding occurs annually.

8.

Time Line of Schedule and Shift Selection2

list.

a.
to review.

2

August 1: The Department furnishes a seniority list for employees

b.

September 1: The seniority list is finalized and published.

c.

September 15: Available schedules are provided to employees.

d.

September 21 to October 8: Shift Bid occurs.

e.

October 15: Employees are notified of their schedules.

f.

November 1: Leave book period begins. See Article 7B.

For FY 2022 schedule bidding, prior to the language in Section D of this Article taking effect, the
parties agreed given the contract settlement date, to a modified schedule for FY22 schedule bidding,
as provided in the parties Amendment to the MOA, executed on January 10, 2022.
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E.

Post Shift Bid Schedule Rules

1.
If both employees in the same command and job assignment voluntarily
agree to switch shifts and/or leave groups, they may request the switch, which is subject
to commander approval which shall not be unreasonably withheld. A Commander must
provide a reason for denial in writing stating the justification.
2.
Prior to the assignment of new officers to a shift and/or leave group, the
District Commander must give officers in the same command and job assignment the
option of filling those shift and leave positions, giving preference to those that were
involuntarily transferred from the shift and then based on seniority.
3.
The Department cannot change an employee’s schedule during the year,
unless the employee is moved to a new assignment. In the case of an involuntary transfer
due to a significant imbalance which exists between shifts, due to resignations,
retirements, promotions, or illness/injury, see subparagraphs 4 and 5 below.
4.
In the event a documented significant imbalance between shifts is identified
by command, due to resignations, retirements, promotions, or illness/injury, the District
Commander must first solicit volunteers within the same command and job assignment
to change shifts and leave groups. The Commander will select volunteers based on those
that were involuntarily transferred from the shift and then based on seniority and
qualifications. If a volunteer is denied the Commander must provide a written justification
for the denial.
5.
In the event there are not sufficient volunteers to correct an imbalance, the
Department may involuntarily transfer employees to remedy the significant imbalance,
subject to the following restrictions:
a. Involuntary transfers must occur in inverse seniority order, i.e. least senior
employee first.
b. An employee involuntarily transferred under this section shall only be
transferred once per calendar year.
c. Employees shall be afforded a period of at least 28 calendar days between
notice of the involuntary transfer and the effective date of the transfer.
d. An employee impacted by an involuntary transfer pursuant to this
paragraph shall receive 17 hours of personal leave to be used within the
28-day notice period to prepare for the transfer.
6.

The reason for the involuntary transfer shall be provided in writing.

7.
District Commanders may also remedy the significant imbalance by detailing
rotating officers on 28 days details until new officers are assigned to the district.
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F.

Special Transfer Rules

If an employee is placed in a temporary non-full duty status and involuntarily
transferred to another shift and/or leave group, such as a light duty officer being
transferred to ADD, then when the employee is returned to full duty they will be reassigned to their original shift and leave group.
ARTICLE 11
COMPENSATION
A.

FISCAL YEARS 2022-2024 COMPENSATION

Compensation shall be as set out in the revised Addendum B Salary Schedules.
Progression within the rank of officer or flight officer shall be as set out in Addendum B.
It is agreed that the hourly rates set forth on the Salary Schedule shall govern employees’
compensation and that the annual salaries are illustrative only (based on an assumed
number of hours per year). This salary schedule supersedes all other salary scales and
longevity pay provisions set out in prior agreements.
B.

PAYMENT DATES

All remuneration due to or elected by an employee shall be based on the date on
which the employee's anniversary date falls within the pay period. In the event that the
employee's anniversary date falls within the first half of the pay period, the employee
shall receive the payment for the entire pay period. If the anniversary or promotion date
falls within the second half of the pay period, the payment shall be made as of the next
succeeding pay period. The City agrees that an employee’s new salary shall be effective
as of the actual date of his/her promotion.
C.
The Employer will pay all remuneration due to or elected by an employee as
provided in Paragraph B above. The parties agree that the failure to effect a pay
adjustment on time is a violation of this Memorandum, subject to the grievance procedure
herein. The City agrees to rectify the error as soon as possible.
D.

SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL

Effective July 1, 2021 through December 31, 2021, all employees covered by this
Memorandum are entitled to pay at their scheduled rate plus a differential of $.45 per
hour if assigned to a tour where the majority of their work hours occur between 10 p.m.
and 6 a.m., or $.40 per hour if assigned to a tour where the majority of their work hours
occur between 2 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Effective January 1, 2022, all employees covered by this Memorandum are entitled
to pay at their scheduled rate plus a differential of $1.00 per hour if the employee is
assigned a tour where a majority of their work hours occurs between 2 p.m. and 6 a.m.
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E.

TUITION REIMBURSEMENT

The Employer shall maintain a fund of $350,000.00 per fiscal year for a tuition
reimbursement program. Within budgetary constraints, an employee shall be granted
benefits under this Article and shall be reimbursed, providing the employee meets all
qualifications as listed in the Administrative Manual, for 50% of the tuition cost of a
maximum of 10 credits per semester, consisting of no more than 4 courses for taking a
job-related course or in a degree program that benefits the City services. To receive the
benefit the Employee must obtain a grade of an “A” (GPA 4.0), a “B” (GPA 3.0) or a “C”
(GPA 2.0). The Employee must document completion of the course with a transcript from
the education program in which he/she was enrolled. Additionally, to qualify for
reimbursement, college credits must be received by the Employee for courses taken and
successfully completed at an accredited educational institute.
The BPD will meet and confer with the FOP to develop policies and procedures for
administering tuition reimbursement.
F.

ON-CALL STIPEND

Effective January 1, 2022, employees placed on call will be given written notice
placing them on call for a specific period of time, and employees placed on call by written
notice shall receive $20 for each shift they are on call.
ARTICLE 12
SECONDARY EMPLOYMENT
A.
An employee may work in approved secondary employment not to exceed thirtytwo (32) hours per week. No more than twenty (20) of those hours shall be worked in
assignments outside those administered by the Overtime Unit unless the remaining 12
hours of City Secondary are not available, in which case the employee may work up to
the 32 hour limit without restriction. The Police Commissioner may authorize other
approved secondary not subject to the twenty (20) hour limit such as hotels, hospitals,
and schools.
During a week where the employee is off five (5) or more leave days, other than
medical leave, an employee shall not work more than forty (40) hours of approved
secondary employment.
B.
Employees who are required to be armed as a condition of secondary employment
outside Baltimore City and who take enforcement action related to said secondary
employment using a firearm that does not comply with General Order 0-4 shall not be
considered as acting in the line of duty as Baltimore Police Officers and, therefore, shall
not be disciplined for taking such action.
C.
An employee may be armed with an authorized handgun while engaged in
secondary employment outside Baltimore City. Within Baltimore City, an employee may
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not be armed with a sidearm other than a handgun authorized by the Department and
shall be authorized to wear the uniform while engaged in secondary employment, subject
to the conditions provided in a letter from the Police Commissioner to the President of
the Lodge dated October 27, 2021 that appears as Addendum C (Secondary Employment)
to this Memorandum.
D.
Consistent with current policy governing conflict of interest and unauthorized
occupational areas, secondary employment will not be prohibited. Authorized secondary
employment will not be suspended or revoked for disciplinary reasons.
E.
The Employer will, to the extent practicable, offer assignments to City secondary
employment and scheduled overtime on a rotating basis and will allocate available
opportunities equitably and fairly among employees in the unit. To that end, when
particular skills are required to perform scheduled overtime on subsidized projects, all
available employees who have those skills shall be offered the overtime. In addition,
employees who have reached the 25% overtime cap shall not be foreclosed from working
emergency and authorized, scheduled overtime when other volunteers are not available
to perform it.
F.
Consistent with current policy governing conflict of interest, lawful secondary
employment outside of Baltimore City shall be allowed, as long as the following conditions
are met:
1.
The employee is acting as a private citizen, and without exercising the
powers and duties of a Baltimore Police Officer;
2.
The employee does not present Baltimore Police Credentials as his or her
authority to carry out the duties required of the secondary employment;
3.
The employee, except when employed in accident reconstruction or arson
investigation, is not acting as a special police officer or private detective; and
4.
agency.

The employee is not operating a private detective, guard and/or watchman

G.
When a Unit employee has an approved and scheduled City secondary
employment assignment and reports to that assignment site on time, in uniform (if
required) and ready to work, said employee shall be paid a minimum of two (2) hours at
the employee’s regular overtime rate in the event that the scheduled City secondary
employment assignment is cancelled upon the employee’s arrival at the work site.
H.
The City agrees to meet with the FOP to discuss guidelines for allowing employees
to work in establishments which serve, sell, or dispense alcoholic beverages. This
meeting shall occur within thirty (30) days of the notation of this Memorandum of
Understanding by the Board of Estimates.
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ARTICLE 13
COURT TIME
When an employee is required to attend two (2) or more courts on the same day,
with a starting time of two (2) or more hours between each court on the employee’s H
Day or during non-regularly scheduled working hours, the employee shall receive a
minimum compensation of four (4) hours at time and one-half (1½). In other respects,
present court time policy shall continue.
ARTICLE 14
PROTECTION AGAINST LIABILITY
Protection against liability shall be in keeping with Section 16-13 of the Code of
Public Local Laws of Baltimore City.
However, legal counsel will be provided in any civil case when the plaintiff alleges
that an employee should be held liable for acts alleged to be within the scope of his
employment and/or his official capacity. In exchange for the City of Baltimore’s
agreement to provide legal counsel as provided for herein, the employee and/or
employee’s counsel shall provide documents or transcripts produced in the Court
proceedings to the office of the City Solicitor upon its request. The requirement to
produce said documents shall be limited to those cases where the City is requested to
authorize a monetary settlement or pay a judgment for monetary damages. In no event
shall the City be entitled to receive any documents in any case where a verdict is rendered
in favor of the defense. In the event the current contract for providing legal services is
terminated, the Lodge and the Department agree to make a joint recommendation to the
City Solicitor for specifications for successor counsel. Subject to the fellow-employee
exclusion provision and approval of the Board of Estimates, indemnification will also be
provided to any employee who is made a defendant in litigation arising out of acts within
the scope of their employment. The City will provide indemnification to any employee
who is made a defendant in litigation arising out of acts within the scope of their
employment that results in a monetary judgment being rendered against the employee.
ARTICLE 15
DISCIPLINE
A.
Effective July 1, 2022, all complaints within the jurisdiction of the Maryland Police
Accountability Act of 2021 - Police Discipline and Law Enforcement Programs and
Procedures, HB 670, 2021 Md. Laws Ch. 59 (herein “HB 670”), will be adjudicated
exclusively in accordance with the procedures created by HB 670. To the extent any
misconduct complaint is not covered by HB 670 (including complaints originating after
ratification of this Agreement through June 30, 2022), the disciplinary procedures
contained in this Article will govern.
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B.

Suspension

1.
Emergency suspension with or without pay may be imposed by the
Department when it appears that the action is in the best interest of the public and the
law enforcement agency. Any employee arrested and charged with a criminal offense, a
serious traffic violation involving death or serious personal injury, and/or an act alleged
or committed by such employee of such a nature that, in the judgment of the appropriate
superior officer, the interest and welfare of the public, the Department, or the individual
is best served by such action, such employee shall be immediately suspended from duty
with pay.
When an employee is charged with a criminal offense, said charge(s) shall be
supported at least in part by the investigative findings of another law enforcement officer.
Any employee suspended from duty with pay shall be given a suspension hearing as soon
as reasonable following the suspension from duty, wherein a determination will be made
at that time whether or not the employee shall remain suspended with or without pay
and/or be placed on administrative duties.
Until June 30, 2022, suspension without pay may only be imposed in accordance
with this Section and only in the case of an employee charged with a felony. Effective
July 1, 2022, the foregoing sentence shall be of no further force and effect and the parties
will follow HB 670’s requirement set forth in 3-107(A)(1).
2.
Any employee who is suspended without pay on the basis of pending
criminal charges and who is found not guilty, or who has the criminal charges dropped
entirely shall be immediately reinstated to pay status with all benefits, including but not
limited to health, incremental pay raises, and all lost pay from the effective date of his/her
suspension through the date of reinstatement to pay status, except in a case where the
State has an appeal pending. In felony cases, where the case has been reduced to a
misdemeanor or some less charge, the employee shall be reinstated to pay status with
all benefits pending any further administrative hearing on the matter to determine
whether or not the employee shall be returned to duty.
C.

Discipline for Minor Violations

1.
The Department shall provide to counsel for an accused employee a copy
of the Public Integrity Bureau (“PIB”) case book material at least 30 days before the trial
board proceeding begins, unless a shorter period is mutually agreed upon by the
Department and counsel. The PIB case book material excludes information that discloses
an investigative technique, the identity of confidential sources, and recommendations as
to charges, disposition or punishment.
2.
For Minor disciplinary matters, where a one person Departmental Hearing
Board is established at the discretion of the Department, with said person being a sworn
law enforcement officer of the agency, such hearing shall be scheduled no sooner than
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thirty (30) days from the date that counsel for the accused receives a copy of the charges
and the PIB case book material, unless a shorter period is mutually agreed upon by the
Department and Counsel.
3.
No individual assigned to the Traffic Section may sit as a member of the
Traffic Accident Review Board.
4.
For purposes of this Paragraph B, Minor Violations are defined as violations
in which no more than a 3-day suspension or a $150 fine may be imposed.
D.

Discipline for Major Violations

1.
The Department shall provide to counsel for an accused employee a copy
of the PIB case book material at least 30 days before the trial board proceeding begins,
unless a shorter period is mutually agreed upon by the Department and counsel. The PIB
case book material excludes information that discloses an investigative technique, the
identity of confidential sources, and recommendations as to charges, disposition or
punishment.
2.
For major disciplinary matters, where a five (5) person Departmental
Hearing Board is established, such hearing shall not be scheduled any sooner than thirty
(30) days from the date that counsel for the accused receives a copy of the charges and
the PIB case book material, unless a shorter period is mutually agreed upon by the
Department and counsel.
3.
A unit employee shall have the option of a Departmental Hearing Board
conducted by a panel composed of an Administrative Law Judge (hereinafter “ALJ”); three
sworn members selected in accordance with Paragraph E; and two voting civilian
members who have been selected in accordance with the process outlined in Addendum
J to this Memorandum of Understanding. If the employee is represented by counsel, the
counsel shall, with the consent of the employee, have the option of selecting the ALJ
process. If the employee is unrepresented, the employee shall make the selection. The
ALJ will act as the Departmental Hearing Board Chairperson and make evidentiary and
legal rulings but will not be a voting member of the panel during deliberations on verdict
or sentencing. In no event shall an ALJ be appointed to a Departmental Hearing Board
without the consent of the accused employee or his/her counsel of record.
4.
If the unit employee declines the option of including an ALJ on a
Departmental Hearing Board as defined in Paragraph D.3 herein, the Board will consist
of three sworn members selected in accordance with Paragraph E herein; and two voting
civilian members who have been selected in accordance with the process outlined in
Addendum J to this Memorandum of Understanding.
5.
No individual assigned to the Traffic Section may sit as a member of the
Traffic Accident Review Board.
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6.
The Department agrees to choose panel members on a rotating basis from
each pool. The Department shall give the Lodge notice and opportunity to be present
when the rotation list is established, and the Lodge may designate either Lodge
Representative or designee who may observe the creation of the rotation list.
7.
For purposes of this Paragraph D, Major Violations are defined as violations
in which 4-days or more suspensions/loss of leave or more than $150 fine may be
imposed.
E.
Composition of Departmental Hearing Boards. In cases for major discipline
violations, Hearing Boards will consist of five (5) voting members. Two (2) civilians will
participate as voting members in accordance with Addendum J. In addition, three (3)
sworn members will participate as voting members. One sworn member will be of equal
rank to the accused officer. The highest ranking sworn member will serve as the
chairperson.
The composition of the randomly selected three (3) sworn members will be as follows:
ACCUSED OFFICER’S RANK

COMPOSITION OF BOARD

Police Officer

One (1) Exempt Rank
One (1) Lieutenant
One (1) Police Officer (Equal Rank)

Sergeant

One (1) Exempt Rank
One (1) Lieutenant
One (1) Sergeant (Equal Rank)

Lieutenant

Two (2) Exempt Rank
One (1) Lieutenant (Equal Rank)

The Department agrees to choose panel members on a random basis by computer
from those management and unit members who are in the Board pools. The Department
shall give the Lodge notice and opportunity to be present when the panel is chosen and
the Lodge may designate either Lodge Representative or designee who may observe the
random selection of the panel.
The Department agrees to maintain the minimum numbers of Exempt Rank
officers in the pool at twenty (20), Lieutenants at twenty (20), Sergeants at twenty (20)
and Police Officers at twenty (20). The pool of Exempt Rank Officers shall also include
command staff, under the Deputy Commissioner rank, other than those who have been
excluded for bona fide reasons by the Commissioner or his designee.
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On a semi-annual basis, the FOP will be provided a list of twenty-five (25) sworn
officers in each of the Board pools of “qualified candidates,” from which the FOP shall be
able to remove up to five (5) candidates from each semi-annual list for Exempt Rank,
Lieutenant Rank, Sergeant Rank, Officer Rank, to create the twenty (20) member pools.
A qualified candidate is defined as a sworn law enforcement officer who has received
training developed and conducted by the BPD. The BPD, the City, and the FOP will meet
and confer over the training program, in which the FOP will have the opportunity to
provide input with respect to the content of the training and to observe during the training
sessions.
F.
Upon request, PIB will expeditiously complete an investigation that it has initiated
into alleged misconduct by an employee.
G.
Within ten (10) days after PIB’s report of the results of its investigation has been
confirmed, the Department shall advise the affected employee of its finding, i.e., whether
sustained, not sustained, unfounded or exonerated. If the investigatory report is to be
referred to the Civilian Review Board (CRB), the Department may advise the employee
that the result is subject to revision. It is understood that where an investigation of a
charge encompasses multiple charges growing out of the same incident, advisement
concerning the outcome may be deferred pending completion of the entire investigation.
H.
Until June 30, 2022, if an accident is found to have been non-preventable, all
records of the accident shall be expunged from the employee's file. If an employee
requests expungement of a formal complaint or other material from any file of the
employee pursuant to the Law Enforcement Officers' Bill of Rights, the complaint and/or
material shall be expunged within sixty (60) days of the request. The Department agrees
promptly to give the employee written notice that the records have been expunged
pursuant to his or her request.
Effective July 1, 2022, the prior paragraph shall be of no further force and effect,
and the parties shall follow HB 670’s requirement that records relating to administrative
or criminal investigations of misconduct shall not be expunged or destroyed (HB 670, §
3-112).
I.
Until June 30, 2022, no Departmental Hearing, except a Suspension Hearing, shall
be held on any charges that relate to conduct which is also the subject of a criminal
proceeding, until such time as criminal charges are disposed of prior to any appeal, except
an appeal de novo to a Maryland Circuit Court.
Effective July 1, 2022, the prior paragraph shall be of no further force and effect,
and the parties shall follow HB 670’s requirement that an officer can be compelled to
submit to interrogation and that the interrogation is not admissible or discoverable in a
criminal proceeding.
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J.
Pending PIB investigations into off-duty, non-criminal misconduct shall not bar
consideration for promotion. If an employee under investigation for any other reason is
passed over for promotion solely because of a pending investigation and is then cleared,
the Police Commissioner will consider the individual for promotion to the next available
vacancy and will make application to the Civil Service Commission for a waiver if
necessary to make promotion from an expired list. The decision of the Police
Commissioner and the City's Personnel Director is final and not subject to the grievance
procedure.
K.
The parties will follow the Maryland Public Information Act, General Prov. Title 4
(as repealed and reenacted with amendments by 2021 Md. Laws Ch. 62, the Maryland
Police Accountability Act of 2021 - Search Warrants and Inspection of Records Relating
to Police Misconduct (“SB 178”)) . Records relating to administrative or criminal
investigation of misconduct shall not be withheld as “personnel records,” subject to
exceptions enumerated in the General Provisions Article of SB 178.
L.
Should the Department require an employee to forfeit vacation as punishment for
a sustained offense or violation, the employee shall have the option to be suspended for
the same period or to pay an equivalent fine. It is understood that the Department's
policy is to give a priority to vacation forfeiture over mandatory fines or suspensions.
M.
The Department shall make every effort to impose suspensions without pay so as
to avoid the cessation of Employer health care benefits due to non-payment of required
Employer/Employee contributions.
In the event that the Department shall levy a suspension without pay of sufficient
duration to require the employee to pay for continuance of his/her Employer’s sponsored
health benefits, the Department agrees to pay its proportionate share of the cost of health
benefits on behalf of the suspended employee for the pay period(s) so affected.
N.
A traffic safety review board shall conduct a hearing to determine if a departmental
accident is preventable or non-preventable. If the Board determines the accident to be
preventable, it shall recommend disciplinary punishment in accordance with the
Department's traffic accident disciplinary matrix.
O.
Until June 30, 2022, the Department agrees to establish a protocol for advising
employees that three (3) years have elapsed since a finding by the Department or a
Hearing Board that a formal complaint was either not sustained, exonerated, unfounded,
or a Hearing Board acquitted the accused employee, dismissed the action, or made a
finding of not guilty, and that the employee may request expungement of such matter
from any file containing the record of the formal complaint.
Effective July 1, 2022, the prior paragraph shall be of no further force and effect,
and the parties shall follow HB 670’s requirement that records relating to administrative
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or criminal investigations of misconduct shall not be expunged or destroyed (HB 670, §
3-112).
P.
The Department agrees that employees should not be disciplined and shall not be
terminated from employment solely on the basis of being placed on the “witness do not
call list” by the office of the State’s Attorney for Baltimore City.
Q.
Until June 30, 2022, the Department agrees to expunge any allegation in an
employee’s file three years after a finding of “un-sustained, exonerated, unfounded or
when a hearing board acquitted the law enforcement officer, dismissed the action, or
made a finding of not guilty.” The Police Commissioner shall convene a committee with
an equal number of representatives from the Department and the Lodge to discuss the
implementation of this policy and related issues.
Effective July 1, 2022, the prior paragraph will be of no further force and effect,
and the parties will follow HB 670’s requirement that records relating to administrative or
criminal investigations of misconduct shall not be expunged or destroyed (HB 670, § 3112).
R.
When an employee is required to make a statement in reference to a complaint
being investigated by the Department, the employee shall be given a copy of any prior
statement or report which that employee wrote/authored relating to the complaint being
investigated.
S.
The Department agrees to provide counsel with a calendar of Trial Board Hearings
on a regular basis ( e.g. monthly) so that counsel has sufficient advance notice of trial
board hearings. An accused employee who is not represented shall be given reasonable
advance notice of his/her hearing.
T.
When an employee is required to give a statement pertaining to a complaint of
misconduct by the employee, the Department shall provide the employee with a notice
of internal investigation that includes notice of: (a) the employee’s right to legal counsel;
(b) the date and location (if applicable) of the incident; (c) the nature of the conduct for
which the employee is being questioned, including a brief description sufficient to provide
a reasonable employee with notice of the allegations against him or her; and (d) the
nature of the allegations ( e.g., excessive force in making an arrest; the circumstances
involved in the discharge of his/her weapon including the date and location; unlawful
arrest; etc.). The Department may question the employee (as part of the statement)
regarding any matter relating to the misconduct in question regardless of whether it is
specified in the document(s) provided.
U.
Upon the conclusion of a Departmental Hearing, if the officer is found guilty of any
administrative charge, the officer will be informed of the Board’s recommended
disciplinary action to the Commissioner.
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V.
The parties will form a joint labor-management committee as soon as
administratively feasible following ratification of the MOUs to discuss the provisions of
LEOBR that should be part of the disciplinary process which will govern complaints not
covered by HB 670 and to address any legislative changes to HB 670. If the parties are
unable to agree on such a process, the procedures in effect through June 30, 2022, as
modified above, shall remain in effect, and the parties will engage a mutually agreed
mediator to assist the parties in a non-binding capacity with resolution of any remaining
issues, with the costs of such mediator shared equally.
ARTICLE 16
UNIFORMS AND CLOTHING
A.
The Department agrees to consider suggestions from the Lodge regarding the
selection of replacement coats. New coats shall be issued in keeping with established
replacement standards.
B.
An annual clothing allowance shall be paid, on a quarterly basis, to employees
assigned to plainclothes positions designated by Policy 1805. Effective March 21, 2017,
the clothing allowance shall be $500.
C.
The department shall provide up to four boxes of practice ammunition for use by
employees at firing ranges operated by the BPD in each fiscal year as a part of their
annual uniform and equipment allotment. The Quartermaster will issue a paid slip upon
request by an employee. Upon presentation of the paid slip to the District Range Officer,
the appropriate box of practice ammunition will be provided for use at the BPD range.
No practice ammunition is authorized for use outside the BPD firing range where
issued.
In addition, the Department will issue each employee an approved departmental
flashlight. Such light will be considered a part of the employee’s standard issued
equipment. Replacements will be issued thereafter consistent with Departmental Policy.
The type of flashlight available shall be determined by the Department, and may change
from time to time as determined by the Police Commissioner.
ARTICLE 17
EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVE PAY
Effective January 1, 2022, the current Education Incentive Differential (EID) rates
from the pre-existing salary schedules shall be eliminated and, in their place, the following
Educational Incentive Pay program will be applied. The salary schedules contained in
Addendum B reflect the new Educational Incentive pay allowances.
Upon successful completion of field training and promotion to the rank of Police
Officer, an officer who has received or obtains one of the degrees set forth below from
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an accredited college or university shall receive an annual incentive allowance added to
their hourly rate, as follows:


$1,500 for associate’s degree ($0.723/hour)



$3,000 for bachelor’s degree ($1.446/hour)



$4,500 for master’s degree and above ($2.169/hour)

Educational incentives are not cumulative, but rather the employee will be entitled
to the highest incentive based on the degree(s) obtained.
In the event an employee obtains a new or higher degree during employment, the
employee will submit to the Department proof of degree attainment. Upon verification
and approval by the Department, within thirty (30) days of submission, the employee’s
pay will be adjusted effective on the first day of the pay period following the date of
submission by the employee.
Any current employee with an EID classification will be adjusted to the non-EID
rate, but will receive the annual incentive allowance as part of their hourly rate, spread
over twenty-six (26) pay periods. The hourly rate will be calculated by dividing the annual
educational incentive by 2,074 hours.
Educational incentive pay will be included in the regular rate for overtime purposes.
In addition, it will be counted as part of the employee’s annual salary for pension
purposes, consistent with the prevailing Fire & Police Employees Retirement System
regulations, and reflected on the salary schedules.
ARTICLE 18
DISABILITY
The Department and Counsel for the Lodge shall meet and confer for the purpose
of adding additional qualified psychologists and psychiatrists to those the Department
uses to evaluate if an employee is fit for duty. No psychologist or psychiatrist shall be
appointed to the panel without the Department's concurrence.
ARTICLE 19
JOINT LABOR-MANAGEMENT LIAISON COMMITTEE
There shall be established within the Department a Joint Labor-Management
Liaison Committee consisting of up to four (4) representatives of the Department
appointed by the Police Commissioner and up to two (2) representatives from Unit I and
up to two (2) representatives from Unit II.
The Committee shall meet not less than quarterly except upon the majority
consent of the Committee. It shall consider, evaluate, and, if in agreement, shall make
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recommendations to and/or advise the Police Commissioner and/or his designee with
respect to specific matters bearing upon the economy, efficiency, or other improvement
in Departmental operations and/or upon the welfare of its employees whether or not such
matters are negotiable. Lodge Representatives shall be deemed to be in duty status
while attending such meetings.
ARTICLE 20
BULLETIN BOARDS AND COMMUNICATIONS
A.
The Department agrees to provide reasonable bulletin board space labeled with
the FOP logo and name within each District and Division for the purpose of allowing the
Lodge to inform its membership of Lodge business and activities. The Lodge President
and/or Lodge Secretary shall sign all such notices. No scurrilous or defamatory material
shall be posted. The Department shall remove any materials posted in violation of this
Section. The space so designated shall be maintained in an orderly manner, to include
periodic removal of outdated material.
B.
The Department will permit the Lodge to use the Departmental mail system for
non-bulk communication to select members of the bargaining unit. All mail must be
directed by name and assignment and will not exceed fifteen percent (15%) of the
membership of the Lodge at any one (1) mailing.
C.
The Department shall permit a designated representative of the Lodge to address
recruit classes for two (2) consecutive class periods of not less than forty-five (45)
minutes each. During the term of this Memorandum, a representative of the Lodge,
designated by the President, will be allowed one-half of an hour to address each inservice training group. Upon prior notification to the Lodge President, the Police
Commissioner reserves the right to revoke this arrangement.
ARTICLE 21
ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE FOR LODGE REPRESENTATIVES
A.
During the term of this Memorandum, the President of Baltimore City Lodge No.
3, Fraternal Order of Police, Inc., and two (2) members of Baltimore City Lodge No. 3 as
designated by the President, shall be granted a full-time leave of absence from their
duties for the Police Department, mandated in-service training excepted, but shall remain
on the payroll of the Police Department for the purpose of performing full-time duties on
behalf of the Lodge. During such leave, the President and two designated members shall
continue to accumulate seniority and shall receive all benefits as if they were fully on duty
including, but not limited to, pension accruals and fringe benefits.
B.
A paid leave bank of 300 days per year shall be created for employees of the Lodge
to use to attend scheduled conferences, seminars, Board and Committee meetings and
conventions. The bank may be used interchangeably with Unit II. Each use shall be
requested in advance by the President of the Lodge (or his designee) in writing, specifying
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the person or persons using such leave, the hours requested, and the purpose for the
leave. The request shall be granted, subject to the needs of the Department. Each Unit
employee permitted to be absent pursuant to this provision shall be responsible for giving
his supervisor advance notice of absence from work for Lodge business.
C.
The President of the Lodge and two (2) persons designated by him shall be
permitted to visit Police Districts, Units, and other work locations in connection with
grievance matters. Visits shall be preceded by reasonable notice.
D.
The Department shall permit use of its Police Districts and other designated work
locations for the purpose of conducting election voting, which shall be conducted without
interference with regular business operations.
E.
The Department shall provide the Lodge with a roster of all new sworn employees
and their addresses.
ARTICLE 22
NO STRIKE, SECONDARY BOYCOTT OR LOCKOUT
A.
The Lodge agrees that during the term of this Memorandum it shall not engage
in, initiate, sponsor, support, or direct a strike or secondary boycott or directly or indirectly
picket the Employer or any of its property in furtherance of a strike. The Employer agrees
that there shall be no lockout during the term of this Memorandum.
B.

If the Lodge shall violate any of the provisions hereof:

1.
Its designation as exclusive representative may be revoked by the
Department;
2.
It may be ineligible to participate in elections or to be certified as exclusive
representative for a period of two (2) years thereafter; and
3.
The Department may refrain from making payroll deductions for such
organization's dues for a period of two (2) years thereafter.
C.
Nothing in this Memorandum shall deprive the Employer of remedies available to
it under applicable law in the event of a strike.
ARTICLE 23
WORKING CONDITIONS
A.

VACATION REQUESTS
Special vacation requests that deviate from current policy shall be considered.
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B.

WORK OUT-OF-TITLE

1.
Employees shall not be assigned to perform painting or maintenance of
buildings and grounds, except upon mutual agreement.
If a bargaining unit employee is directed temporarily to assume the responsibilities
and privileges of a higher rank or if designated and fulfilling the duties of Field Training
Officer he or she shall receive additional compensation. If so designated as acting outof-title at the start of the employee’s tour of duty, the employee shall be paid out-of-title
for the entire day unless the employee fails to complete the tour of duty for circumstances
beyond the control of the Department. No two employees may work out-of-title in the
same position. The out-of-title compensation shall be $14.00 per day. Field Training
10per day. Effective January 1, 2022, Field Training
Officer compensation shall be $40.00
Officer compensation shall be increased to $50.00 per day.
C.

LOST OR STOLEN PROPERTY

If an employee has reimbursed the Department and the lost property is
subsequently recovered without damage, the Department will refund the reimbursement.
D.

FOOTWEAR

Employees in the unit may wear military-style black leather boots that retain a
shine, except when the Class A uniform is worn on formal occasions.
E.

“DETECTIVE” TITLE

The title “Detective” shall be restored to employees in the Applicant Investigation
Units of the Recruitment Division.
F.

DETAILS

1.
In the event that an employee is detailed to another position, that
employee's vacated position will not be permanently filled by another employee. Upon
the expiration of the detail, the detailed employee will be returned to his/her former
position.
2.
Any employee who is involuntarily detailed outside of his/her assignment
for more than thirty (30) days shall have the opportunity to challenge the detail to the
Deputy Commissioner of his/her corresponding bureau.
G.

BODY ART

Employees in the bargaining unit who are engaged in any assignment that requires
the employee to wear summer Departmental uniform, i.e. short sleeve shirt, who display
any visible body art, except for body art that shall be located on the employee’s face,
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shall be supplied at the Department’s sole expense with a sufficient number of long sleeve
tropical shirts and/or cosmetic make-up to cover the displayed body art. Employees who
must wear the long sleeve tropical shirts as described herein shall NOT be required to
wear a neck tie while wearing the long sleeve tropical shirt.
H.
The FOP shall be afforded the opportunity to provide meaningful input to the
process of evaluating boundaries for possible current post, sector and district
realignment.
ARTICLE 24
PROMOTIONS AND TRANSFERS
A.

PROMOTIONS

1.
There will be at least sixty (60) days’ notice in advance of written
examinations for promotions. All relevant study materials for promotional examinations
shall be made available to employees at least sixty (60) days prior to the written
examination.
2.
When a funded vacancy involving promotion occurs in the bargaining unit,
the Commissioner shall have forty-five (45) calendar days following the date of the
vacancy to fill the position.
B.

TRANSFERS

1.
The Department agrees to post notice for a period of five (5) consecutive
days on appropriate bulletin boards and Departmental E-mail systems of all vacancies
that it intends to fill by permanent transfer to any position other than patrol and the
Commissioner’s Office. Assignments within any Bureau, Division, Section or Unit will
continue to rest with Command. Notice of the posting will be given at roll call. Employees
may submit written requests for consideration of the posted vacancy. Every employee
who is eligible for consideration will be interviewed by the appropriate Command. When
the vacancy is filled, applicants shall be notified as to whether they received the position.
Requests which were submitted and interviews conducted shall remain active for sixty
(60) days for any vacancies which may arise. The Department shall also consider new
requests for consideration which may be filed for subsequent vacancies. The current
system to accept District-to-District transfer will continue, but requests will have a one
(1) year life and therefore must be renewed on a yearly basis. Seniority, meaning length
of service in rank, shall be considered. The foregoing shall not apply to transfers of
persons determined by the Police Medical Director to be permanently unable to perform
all the duties of a Police Officer, Police Agent, Flight Officer, Sergeant, or Lieutenant due
to disabling conditions but who are capable of performing the essential functions of a full
duty administrative position as determined by the Police Medical Director. Any employee
selected in accordance with the procedure as set forth herein to fill a posted vacancy shall
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be permanently assigned to that vacancy immediately upon his/her selection and may
not be detailed to that vacancy.
C.

INVOLUNTARY TRANSFERS

An involuntary transfer occurs when the Department permanently transfers an
employee (as distinguished from a detail) to another assignment and the employee
objects to the transfer. Such transfers must be made for legitimate business or
operational reasons, including but not limited to staffing needs and performance, and if
done so, shall be sufficient reason for the transfer. Employees who wish to contest such
a transfer may file a grievance under Article 5. Should such a grievance go to arbitration,
the Employer shall be required to articulate the legitimate business or operational reason
for the transfer.
ARTICLE 25
PROPERTY REIMBURSEMENT
A.
If an employee's contact lens(es) is lost or damaged as a direct consequence of
the performance of law enforcement duties, he or she will receive a voucher for a
replacement lens(es) at a provider arranged for by the Department which can replace the
lost or damaged lens(es). This replacement will be available only once per employee
during each year(s) of this Memorandum.
B.
The Department's Property Reimbursement Schedule shall be revised to provide
as follows:
Maximum Amount
Sunglasses
Hearing Aid
Watch
Watchband/Watch chain
Tie
Shirt
Trousers
Jacket
Sweater
Suit (Trousers & Jacket)
Shoes
Raincoat
Topcoat
Pager
Cellular Telephone
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ARTICLE 26
MEDICAL LEAVE POLICY
PART I
POLICY
A.
Effective June 25, 1997, new employees of the Police Department shall accrue
medical leave at the rate of eight and one half (8.5) hours for each month of completed
service. Employees must be in pay status at any time during the payroll period in which
their anniversary date occurs in order to accrue medical leave. Accrued medical leave
may be used for non-line-of-duty illnesses or injuries. Employees hired after June 25,
1997, shall be included in the same medical leave program and policy for line-of-duty
illnesses or injuries as those employees hired prior to June 25, 1997.
Employees who accrue medical leave at the rate of eight and one half (8.5) hours
for each month of completed service shall be permitted to utilize any accrued medical
leave in accordance with the Family and Medical Leave Act. Employees hired before June
25, 1997, shall continue to use medical leave on an as needed basis.
B.
In the event that an employee shall suffer a line-of-duty injury or illness, said
employee shall remain in paid status without being charged medical leave until such time
as a decision is made by the Department’s designee as to whether or not the injury or
illness shall be classified as line-of-duty or non-line-of-duty. The employee shall be paid
an amount equal to sixty-six and two-thirds percent (66 2/3) of his/her regular pay which
may be excluded from federal adjusted gross income and therefore is not subject to either
federal or state income tax (standard Workers Compensation benefit). In addition, the
Employer shall provide a supplement to the standard Worker's Compensation benefit so
that the gross pay of the employee is equal to eighty-five percent (85%) of the
employee’s regular gross pay. If it is determined that the injury is non-line-of-duty and
the employee has been paid for days in excess of his accrued leave days, he shall repay
or be docked for such pay. An employee may repay any amount owed by using medical
leave, vacation leave or P leave hours or by having his pay docked; provided, however,
that in no instance shall the Department dock an employee more than 25% of any
paycheck.
PART II
NOTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
A.
Any employee who is unable to report to work because of medical leave must
contact his or her Unit of assignment not later than one (1) hour prior to the scheduled
tour of duty unless exigent circumstances exist.
B.
An employee on medical leave will be required to notify his or her Unit of
assignment no less often than weekly for Medical Leave usage spanning more than one
week, and whenever the employee’s expected return to work date changes.
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C.
When an employee is home and on medical leave, the employee must notify his
or her Unit of assignment when leaving home and upon return. An employee is to remain
at home, except to go to a medical facility, pharmacy, polling place, place of worship, or
retail outlet which sells primarily food, or in the event of exigent circumstances.
Employees may not leave home for any other reason, except with the approval of their
personal physician, their Commanding Officer/designee or the Administrative Duties
Division/Medical Section. The basis for the preceding is to allow employees who are
unable to work because of illness or injury to leave their home for personal needs which
are basic. Abuse of this procedure constitutes a violation of this Policy and is subject to
disciplinary action. In the event an employee receives approval from the Medical Director
for unrestricted medical leave at home, the notification of his or her Unit of assignment
when leaving and returning home shall be waived. There shall be no home visits between
the hours of 10:30 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
PART III
MEDICAL CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
A.
An employee shall submit a Medical Leave Certification for all absences of three
(3) or more consecutive days upon the earlier of their return to work or the fifth (5th)
consecutive calendar day of absence.
B.

Medical Leave Certification must contain the following information:
1.

Date and time of treatment;

2.
Address, phone number, office email address, and medical specialty of
health care provider;
3.

Date and signature of health care provider;

4.
Medical facts to support the absence, such as a statement that the
employee is absent due to a personal injury or illness; and
5.

Expected date of return to duty.

C.
To the extent such Medical Leave also qualifies as leave under the Maryland
Healthy Working Families Act, the Certification also will contain verification that the leave
was used for qualifying circumstances under that law.
D.
In the case of Medical Leave usage that also may qualify as Family and Medical
Leave (FMLA), an FMLA medical certification, if submitted within the time frame above,
will qualify as Medical Leave Certification. The employee, however, has the option to
submit a separate FMLA medical certification within the time frame required under the
FMLA (i.e., 15 calendar days), in which case a timely Medical Leave Certification in
accordance with this policy is still required.
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E.
All medical certifications (Medical Leave and FMLA) will be submitted to the
Department Administrative Duties Division/Medical Section or its designee. Medical
certifications may be submitted electronically or in hard copy to meet the submission
deadline above; provided, however, that the original hard copy must be submitted no
later than the date on which the employee returns to work, or earlier upon request of the
Department, provided the employee is medically able to comply with this request (and, if
not, as soon as practicable when medically able).
F.
Any employee who is on medical leave shall not be required to report to any
medical facility for the purpose of determining that employee’s fitness for duty between
the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. This provision shall not apply to employees in the
medical abuse program.
PART IV
MEDICAL LEAVE ABUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
A.
Any employee who in a twelve (12) month period utilizes a total of eight (8)
uncertified medical days, or who reports on medical leave on four (4) separate uncertified
occasions, or who utilizes fifteen (15) or more medical days regardless of certification,
may be placed in the Medical Leave Abuse Control Program, hereafter known as “the
Program,” by his or her Commanding Officer after consultation with the Administrative
Duties Division/Medical Section.
Nothing in this Policy shall be construed to prevent the Police Commissioner from
taking formal disciplinary action for violation of the policies of the Department. First
consideration, however, should be given to the application of the Program.
B.
An uncertified medical day or occasion is the use of medical leave, regardless of
duration, for which no doctor's certificate (as outlined in Part II, Section B) is submitted
to the employee's immediate supervisor.
C.
In addition, an employee who uses medical leave in a manner described below
may be placed in the Program:
1.

Uncertified usage before or after regular days off (three (3) occasions);

2.
Uncertified usage on any specific tour of duty in the case of those
employees who rotate shifts (three (3) occasions);
3.

Uncertified usage on a specific day of the week (three (3) occasions); or

4.

Usage of medical leave after being denied other leave (two (2) occasions).

D.
Commanding Officers will retain the discretionary authority to exempt employees
meeting the above criteria, based on mitigating factors. Command will consult the
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Administrative Duties Division/Medical Section prior to placing any employee in the
Program.
E.
Both the Department and the Lodge recognize that by its very nature police work
carries with it the risk of severe injury. For this reason, any employee who sustains a
significant injury in the performance of his or her duties during the twelve (12) month
period will be exempted for that period in all cases where his or her medical record would
not otherwise justify inclusion in the Program.
1.

The exemption stated above will expire upon the earlier of:
a.

The passage of twelve (12) months from the date of injury; or

b.
The employee reaching maximum benefit of medical treatment for
this injury as determined by his or her treating physician and/or the Medical
Director.
2.

The Medical Director shall make the determination in these matters.

F.
An employee shall remain in the Medical Leave Abuse Control Program for one (1)
year from the date of being so designated. Continued absenteeism for medical reasons
may subject the employee to an extension in the Program and/or may constitute just
cause for disciplinary action.
G.
Upon placement or extension in the Program, the employee shall be notified in
writing by his or her Commanding Officer within five (5) working days. This written
notification shall also include the date the employee is scheduled to return to normal
status.
H.
An employee placed in the Program may appeal through the established grievance
procedure. For the purposes of this Program, in Step 4 of the grievance procedure, the
Deputy Commissioner of the Administrative Bureau shall be the Police Commissioner's
designee.
I.
When an employee who has been placed in the Program is home on medical leave,
the employee must notify his or her Unit of assignment when leaving home and upon
return. An employee is to remain at home except to go to a medical facility, pharmacy,
polling place, place of worship, or retail outlet which sells primarily food, or in the event
of exigent circumstances. Employees may not leave home for any other reason, except
with the approval of their Commanding Officer/designee. Should the employee be
refused permission to leave home and should the employee feel that there is a medical
necessity for this request, said employee may appeal the denial to the Medical Director.
J.
Any employee who utilizes less than eight (8) medical days and less than four (4)
separate occasions during the one (1) year period as designated will automatically return
to normal status.
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Commanding Officers will retain the discretionary authority to return an employee
to normal status who exceeds the above guidelines in a case where he or she suffers a
clear-cut, bona fide, line-of-duty injury during the time frame in question.
K.
The Lodge shall be notified on a quarterly basis of all bargaining unit employees
placed into the Medical Leave Abuse Control Program as well as those who have
completed the Program and are returning to regular status.
L.
An employee who has been placed in the Medical Leave Abuse Control Program
shall be subject to the following sanctions:
1.
The employee shall be required to obtain a doctor's certificate for all
subsequent uses of medical leave, regardless of duration, while in the Program. This
certificate must be submitted within two (2) working days after the employee returns to
duty.
2.
Notwithstanding other provisions of this Memorandum, secondary
employment privileges and participation in other overtime details shall be suspended
while the employee is in the Program.
3.
No overtime compensation shall be awarded to the employee for the
purpose of obtaining medical certification.
PART V
PENALTIES
A.
An employee accused of violating the provisions of the Medical Leave Abuse
Control Program is entitled to a hearing before any action may be taken as a result of
this Section. After a determination has been made that an employee has violated any of
the provisions of the Program, he or she shall in addition to loss of wages for the day(s)
not worked be disciplined in accordance with the following procedures:
1.

One (1) day's suspension without pay for the first violation.

2.
Suspension without pay for three (3) days and forfeiture of secondary
employment opportunities for an additional twelve (12) months for the second violation.
3.

Trial Board with a view toward termination for the third violation.

B.
This provision shall not apply to absences preceding an employee's placement in
the Medical Leave Abuse Control Program.
PART VI
INCENTIVE FOR NON-USE OF MEDICAL LEAVE
A.

The Department will provide the following incentives for non-use of medical leave:
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1.
Effective July 1, 2002, and continuing thereafter, employees shall earn 25.5
hours of paid leave for each six (6) months when medical leave is not used during each
of the periods from July 1 to December 31 and January 1 to June 30. Any employee who
completes an entire fiscal year without medical leave shall receive 17 additional paid leave
hours.
2.
This accumulated paid leave will be converted to Vacation Leave the
following fiscal year to be used any time during that fiscal year.
3.
The above incentive program shall apply only to those employees who
worked in a full duty status, with the exception of those employees who have not reached
maximum benefit of medical treatment for line-of-duty injuries and are in a restricted
duty status. The incentive program shall apply to those employees who are in a restricted
status and performing the essential functions of a full-duty position.
4.
Any employee who was otherwise qualified to receive the benefits of this
Section, and who suffered an injury while performing his/her official duties may appeal
to the Medical Director for restoration of those benefits for a period of one year from the
date that employee returns to work from his/her line of duty injury. Final determination
in these matters shall rest with the Medical Director.
PART VII
VACATION LEAVE ACCRUAL DURING SICK TIME
A.
Effective July 1, 1991, employees will not accrue Vacation Leave in any month
during which they were carried on sick leave for the entire period. Similarly, any
employee who remains on line-of-duty medical (“A” Time) for a period of six (6) months
will cease to accrue Vacation Leave during subsequent months in which he or she is on
medical (“A” Time) for the entire month. In case of severe line-of-duty injuries and upon
written request, the six (6) month provision shall be waived only upon recommendation
of the Medical Director.
B.
If an employee and/or the City successfully recovers monies for salary paid while
on medical leave as a result of third-party litigation, those days of medical leave repaid
to the City or Department shall be removed from the employee's medical leave totals.
This would apply to line-of-duty and non-line-of-duty injury cases.
In the event that such removal of medical leave days (a) would qualify the
employee for the benefits of Part V of this Article and/or (b) would not have resulted in
the non-accrual of Vacation Leave in Section A above, the employee shall receive all
incentive days for non-use of medical leave and Vacation Leave days to which he or she
would otherwise have been entitled under this Article.
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ARTICLE 27
LAYOFFS
A.

NOTICE OF LAYOFF

The Department shall give each affected employee not less than thirty (30) days'
advance notice that he or she will be laid off. The Notice shall advise the employee of the
expected period of layoff, if known, and that the employee's rights in the circumstances
may be found in the Memorandum of Understanding and applicable provisions of the Civil
Service Regulations. The Department agrees to furnish a copy of each Notice to the
Lodge and to meet with Lodge Representatives promptly to resolve any questions arising
under this Memorandum.
B.

ORDER OF LAYOFF

There shall be no layoff in any rank so long as unfilled, funded positions are
budgeted and charged to the Department in that rank and approved for fill by the City
Finance Department. Recruits and probationary officers shall be laid off before any other
employee in the bargaining unit. The next order of layoff will be those employees rated
“unsatisfactory” or “needs improvement” on their last three (3) consecutive ratings.
Thereafter, employees shall be laid off in seniority order, the least senior employee being
laid off first; except that if the Department determines that operational reasons require
retention of an employee of the unit having an essential skill, such as a helicopter pilot
or a specialty requiring a state license or certification (other than MPTC), he or she may
be retained. Seniority means total length of Departmental Service. In the event two (2)
employees of the unit have equal seniority, the tie shall be broken on the basis of their
last written performance evaluation.
C.

HIRING DURING LAYOFF

No employee may be hired to perform the duties normally performed by a
bargaining unit employee while he or she is in layoff status, except to meet operational
needs of the Department for employees having an essential skill, as defined in Paragraph
B, or in accordance with the “bumping” provisions of the Department's Memorandum of
Understanding with Unit II.
D.

RECALL RIGHTS

Laid-off bargaining unit employees shall enjoy the right to be reinstated within
eighteen (18) months from the effective date of the layoff to any vacant position for
which they are qualified. Reinstatement shall be in reverse order of layoff or reduction
in rank (i.e., by seniority). When the Department offers reinstatement to a laid-off
employee, it shall give him or her notice by registered mail, return receipt requested, and
afford the affected employee reasonable time, not to exceed twenty (20) days, within
which to accept reinstatement.
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E.

BENEFITS

While on layoff, an employee shall be entitled to maintain eligibility for COBRA
benefits by paying the costs in accordance with the provisions of COBRA legislation.
ARTICLE 28
PERSONAL PRONOUNS
In all instances in this Memorandum in which the masculine form of the third
person pronoun is used, such pronoun shall refer to both male and female employees.
ARTICLE 29
PRESERVATION OF BENEFITS
All benefits presently enjoyed by employees covered by this Memorandum of
Understanding which are not specifically provided for or abridged in this Memorandum,
such as but not limited to holidays, uniforms, equipment, etc., are hereby included and
protected by this Memorandum.
ARTICLE 30
PRINTING OF MEMORANDUM
This Memorandum of Understanding shall be printed by the Lodge. The
Department shall reimburse the Lodge for fifty percent (50%) of the cost of such printing.
ARTICLE 31
SEVERABILITY
If any term or provision of this Memorandum is, at any time during the life of this
Memorandum, determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be in conflict with any
applicable law, constitution, statute, or ordinance, such term or provision shall continue
in effect only to the extent permitted by law. If any term or provision is so held to be
invalid or unenforceable (or if the parties agree that it is), such invalidity or
unenforceability shall not affect or impair any other term or provision of this
Memorandum.
ARTICLE 32
DURATION
This Memorandum of Understanding shall become effective July 1, 2021, and
remain in full force and effect until June 30, 2024. It shall automatically be renewed from
year to year thereafter, unless either party shall give to the other party written notice of
a desire to terminate, modify or amend this Memorandum of Understanding. Such notice
shall be given to the other party in writing by certified mail no later than January 1st of
the year involved.
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Third Health And Prescription Drug Plan Agreement

THIRD HEALTH AND PRESCRIPTION

DRUG PLAN AGREEMENT

This Third Health and Prescription Agreement for City employees and dependents is made
by and between the City of Baltimore (the "City") and the employee organizations designated as
exclusive representatives of City employees in bargaining units certified under the Municipal
Employee Relations Ordinance, including CUB, AFSCME, FOP, IAFF, and also including
MAPS 1 (the "Unions") (hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement").
WHEREAS, the City and the Unions first entered into a Health and Prescription Drug Plan
Agreement which was adopted by the Board of Estimates on November 7, 2012 (the "2012
Agreement"); and
WHEREAS, the 2012 Agreement was succeeded by the Transition Health and Prescription
Drug Plan Agreement approved and adopted by the Board of Estimates on April 7, 2016 (the "2016
Agreement"); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Paragraph 14 of the 2012 Agreement and Paragraph 9 of the 2016
Agreement, the 2012 and 2016 Agreements, respectively, were included as an attachment to each
of the Unions' respective collective bargaining agreements (viz. Memorandum of Understanding)
to begin with Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2018; and
WHEREAS, although the 2016 Agreement was to expire for each of the signatory Unions
on December 31, 2017, the City and the Unions desire to continue to address health and
prescription drug benefits on a City-wide basis with an agreement to succeed the 2016 Agreement
through December 31, 2020;
IT JS HEREBY AGREED by and between the parties hereto:
l.
Health Insurance Committee Meetings and Activities. The Health Insurance
Committee ("HIC") that was re-established under Paragraph 9 of the 2012 Agreement shall
continue in effect as follows:
a.
The HIC shall be composed of equal numbers of Union and City
representatives. Each Union and MAPS shall appoint one representative to the HIC, and the City
shall designate representatives from the Office of the Labor Commissioner, the Department of
Human Resources (including the Division of Employee Benefits), the Department of Finance, and
the Office of Mayor. The parties' representatives may designate professional consultants to attend
the meetings and participate in the business of the HIC. Should the Unions choose to have a
consultant participate in HIC meetings, they shall choose a joint consultant.
b.
The HIC shall meet no more than three (3) times but no less than two (2)
times between the months of June and September to discuss cost containment, efficiencies,
wellness, and other relevant issues, to review data for each plan for active employees (and pre-65
' The City's obligalion to MAPS is to '"meet and confer." Consistent with the parties' practice under the preceding
Health and Prescription Drug Plan Agreement, MAPS was invited lo participate in 1he discussions regarding this
Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement should be construed as modifying MAPS• slat!Js under lhe Municipal
Employees Relations Ordinance or in any way creating a duty 10 bargain with MAPS.
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retirees} and other relevant infonnation, as raised or requested by the Unions or the City, or their
respective consultants. The union shall provide a proposed agenda no later than week prior to
each requested meeting,
c,
The City shall also continue to provide the Unions' consultant with the same
or similar quarterly information that it has been providing to date. In the event that the Unions'
consultant requests to meet and confer with the City's representatives, or requests infonnation
related to the City's plans, the City shall respond to such requests within a reasonable period of
time (and where the response is a denial of the Unions' request, the City shall provide the reason
for such denial). No data or documents may be unreasonably withheld nor may any
communication be unreasonably delayed. Any complaints regarding the content or timing of the
City's response, if not resolved directly between the consultants or between the Unions' consultant
and the involved City representative, shall be brought to the attention of the Labor Commissioner
who shall attempt to resolve the issue promptly. Access to data and documents available under
thts Agreement shall be in addition to any rights or remedies conferred under the State's Public
Information AcL

d.
One of the HIC meetings conducted between June and September shall be
used to discuss each health insurance provider's Annual Provider Report as set forth in Paragraph
2 belo":. The consultants designated by the Unions and !he Chy may be required to attend the
HJC meeting(s) concerning the Annual Provider Reports.
e.
Upon mutual agreement, HIC meetings may by mutual agreement be
adjourned and continued to be resumed on subsequent timely dates to enable the City and its
consultant(s) to fully respond to the Unions' requests fordocuments, information and data,
f.
When requested, documents, information and data shall be furnished by
Provider program, and with separate disclosure of revenues, claims and expenses for active
employees (and covered dependents) and pre-Medicare eligible (e.g., pre-65 YOA) retirees and
covered dependents to the extent that in the ordinary course such infom10tion is collected or
maintained as so differentiated in the ordinary course of business,
2.
Annual Provlder Reports. Each health insurance plan provider engaged by the
City shall provide the City with an "Annual Provider Report" which shall include, for the prior
plan year, data relating to enrollment, claims (including data regarding claims exceeding $75,000),
administrative costs, utilization trends, any surplus or deficit for the prior plan year, and other
relevant information about each program offered by the Provider under the City's Plan, The City
shall provide the Annual Provider Reports to the Unions and their consultant promptly after
receiving the reports from the providers but in any event no later than June 15 each year,
3.

Premiums/Premium Equivalents.

a.
To the extent that the Unions request data about the prior plan year's
revenues, claims and costs associated with any of the City's health insurance programs and that,
reasonably viewed, such requests are made to enable the Unions and their consultant to gauge the
determination of premium equivalents for an upcoming Plan Year, such documents, data and
information shall be furnished by the City to the Unions within the month of July, if available,
2
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b.
Subsequent to receiving from its consultant the projected premiums and/or
premium equivalent rates, but no later than August 25, the City shaH provide the Unions with (1)
the formula, methods, and data used by the City's consultant to build rate projections for the
ensuing Plan Year, and (2) a report containing the projected premiums and/or premium equivalent
rares for each Provider program within the City's Plan (including both self-insured and fullyinsured plans) proposed for each plan year, with supporting data.
c.
Should the Unions or the Unions' consultant wish to confer with the City's
consultant concerning the proposed rates, the Unions shall request such meeting(s) in writing no
later than 15 days following the disclosure of the proposed rates, but in any event, no later than
September 10. Such meeting(s) shall be held at least ten (10) days prior to the submission of the
proposed rates to the Board of Estimates. The City shall consider and respond to the Unions'
positions (and those of the Unions' consultants) at least ten (10) days before submission of the
proposed rates to the Board of Estimates.
4.
Current Plans and Cost Sharing. The City's Health and Prescription Drug
Programs, the Providers and the plan of benefits for each of those City programs (as published in
the City of Baltimore Plan Year 20 I 8 Benefits Guide) shall remain unchanged through December
31, 2020. That current statement of benefits is attached hereto as Exhibit A. The current
employee/employer split in percentage of premium rates also shall remain unchanged through
December 31, 2020.
5.

Requests for Proposals.

a.
It is understood that the City may issue Request(s) for Proposals ("RFPs")
for some or all of its plans for plan year 202 l, through which the City may solicit proposals from
current and/or other health insurance providers, as appropriate and consistent with the City's
Charter. Before issuing any RFP, the City shall engage in meaningful discussions with the Unions
and their benefits consultant between October I, 2019 and January 31, 2020 about which health
insurance benefit programs, benefit options, providers, pricing and methods of delivery are in the
best lnterests of the City and all benefit plan participants. In entering into these discussions, the
City does not waive its Charter prerogatives to determine providers and pricing, nor shall the
Unions waive their rights under the Municipal Employee Relations Ordinance.
b.
In addition to the discussions that are described in Paragraph 5.a., above, no
less than 45 days before the release of any RFPs, the City shall notify the Unions of the proposed
health insurance benefit options and plan structure(s) to be included in the RFP(s). After the
Unions have been provided with this information, there shall be at least one HIC meeting at which
the Unions shall have a meaningful opportunity to review and discuss with the City the RFP, and
to propose changes to the proposed RFP(s) to which the City shall give meaningful consideration
and response at least 5 days prior to issuance of each RFP.
c.
After the City has received and reviewed the response(s) to an RFP, should
the City decide that it wishes to add or eliminate a particular health insurance provider, the City
shall so advise the Unions and provide the reasons for its desire to make such a change (e.g.,
because of proposed premium increases, service to participants, Jack of participation in a given
plan, efficiency through consolidation, etc.) at least 30 days before such action is recommended to
3
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the Board of Estimates. The Unions and the Unions' consultant shall have a meaningful
opportunity to discuss within the HIC any such proposed changes before the changes ere
implementedby the City.
d.
The Unions shall be permitted to appoint two (2) Union representatives, in
addition to the Unions' designated consultant, which representatives and consultant shall be
permincd access to and participate in the process and meetings in development, interviews and
scoring of each of the RFPs.

e.
The parties shall be reasonable in exerc1S1ngtheir rights under this
Paragraph5 and shall not impair or cause any unreasonabledelay to the procurementof new health
and prescription drug benefits.
£
In any event, all health and prescription benefit procurements shall be
subject and subordinate to Article VI of the City Charter, and the sole authority of the Board of
Estimates and the Director of Finance in that process.
6.

Surplus from Self-Insured Plans.

a.
Following the close of each plan (calendar) year, on or before May 1, and,
in gen::-a!.applying generally accepted accounting principlesunder the rules of the Governmental
:,;11ndardsAccounting Board (the "GASB"), the City shall furnish, in good faith, to the Unions
and their designated consultant, an operating gain/loss statementfor each self-insuredplan.
b.
The good faith operating gain/loss statement shall account for all premiums
(and premium equivalents) of the plan for the benefit year as compared to e;>lpendituresfor the
plan. Expenditures shall include but not be limited to, estimated incurred claims, premiums paid,
administrative, network, and other fees, and any taxes. The documents, information and data
considered shall be furnished by Provider program, and with sepuate disclosure of revenues,
claims and expenses for active employees (and covered dependents) and pre-Medicare eligible
(e.g., pre-65 YOA) retirees and covered dependents to the extent that in the ordinary course such
informationis collected or maintained as so differentiatedin the ordinary course of business.
c.
In the event that a surplus results from the difference between premiums
and payments received from covered employees (including all active employees and dependents,
and all pre-65 retirees and dependents), and rebates and remissions from Providers, in excess of
plan expenses in the aggregate for all health and prescriptiondrug plans (i.e., taking into account
any variance (positive ornegattve) in all plans), for Plan Years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020,
the City's view of the appropriate application of any year-endsurplus shall be discussed between
the City and the Unions. Surplus funds may not be appliedby the City for any other purpose than
(a) the City's medical insurance plans covering active employees,pre-65 retirees and dependents,
(b) to sustain the City's health insurance plans by deposii in the Premium StabilizationFund that
is described and defined in Paragraphs 7.a. and 7.b. of this Agreement, or (c) to defer the City's
OPEB liability. Beginning with Plan Year 2018, and in each Plan Year thereafter, surplus funds
from the prior Plan Year (and in the case of Plan Year 2018, the surplus funds from Plan Years
2016 and 2017) shall first be deposited to the account of the Premium StabilizationFund to attain
and maintain that Fund's minimum balance as defined in Paragraphs 7.b. and 7.c.
4
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d.
Surplus (between premiums collected and payments disbursed) attributable
to currently enrolled active employees may not be used to offset the City's OPEB liability or
applied to support the City's OPEB Trust without disclosure in advance to the HIC.
e.
Conditioned on continuation of the present benefit Plans, benefit options
and Providers, and current premium splits are maintained as provided in Paragraph 4 of this
Agreement, in no event shall any refund be given to participating employees from any year-end
surplus (as defined herein) for Plan Years 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 or 2020.
7.

Premium Stabilization Fund.

a.
The City shall maintain a Premium Stabilization Fund (the "Fund") within
the Risk Management Fund. The proceeds of the Fund shall not be comingled with any part of the
City's General Operating Fund, but, instead, the Fund shall be maintained by the City for the
exclusive benefit of active and pre-65 persons covered under the City's Health and Prescription
Drug Plan under this Agreement The Fund shall be used only to enable the City to defray a yearend Plan Year deficit in the Medical and Prescription Drug accounts, after all revenues, claims and
costs are fully accounted for after full disclosure to the Unions and their designated consultant
b.
Any Plan Year-end surpluses in the Medical and Prescription Drug
accounts, as defined in Paragraphs 6,a. and 6.b., will be transferred into the Premium Stabilization
Fund until the balance in the Fund reaches the equivalent of two months of medical and
prescription drug claims for the most recent completed Plan Year. The Director of Finance will
report to the Unions on the balance of the Fund within three (3) months after the end of each Plan
Year, i.e., by March 31 of the following year.
c.
When the Premium Stabilization Fund balance is equal to or greater than
two months of medical and prescription drug claims (for the exclusive benefit of active and pre65 persons covered under the City's Health and Prescription Drug Plan under this Agreement) for
the most recently completed Plan Year, the City will not add margin to its pricing of premium
equivalents for its self-insured Medical and Prescription Drug programs.
d.
Disbursements from the Fund shall be authorized only upon application by
the Director of Finance approved by the Board of Estimates which application shall be furnished
to the Unions before it is presented to the Board of Estimates. Should disbursements be authorized
from the Fund by the Board of Estimates due to a year-end plan deficit as defined herein, then, in
subsequent plan years, year-end plan surplus shall be exclusively applied first to restore the Fund,
until the Fund is completely restored when other authorized applications of surplus may be
considered consistent with Paragraphs 6.b and 6.c.
8.
Attachment to Individual Union MOU§. This Agreement (including referenced
attachments) shall be included as an attachment to each Union's MOU.
Disputes: All disputes about the application or interpretation of the terms of this
9.
Agreement shall first be presented in writing to the HIC, and absent agreement, shall be referred,
collectively by the participating employee organizations that are exclusive representatives under
5
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the Municipal Employee Relations Ordinance, and/or the City, for a decision by a neutral arbitrator
who is a member of the National Academy of Arbitrators using the administrative processes of the
Ametican Arbitration Association. The fees and costs of the Association and of the selected
neutral arbitrator shall be shared equally between the two parties.
10.
~:
For all purposes, notice to the Unions shall be sufficient if given to the
Unions and to the City of Baltimore through correspondence in writing addressed to the Office of
the Labar Commissioner.
11.
Tu!!!!:.
This Agreement shall remain in effect through December 31, 2020, except
for those provisions which expressly refer to events occurring after that date (e.g., Paragraphs 5
and 6) which added provisions shall not expire on that date.
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100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit

100% AllowedBenefit

100% Allowed Benefit

100% Allowed Benefit 80¾ AllowedBenefit

100% Allowed Benefit

100% Allowed Benefit

100% AllowedBenefit

100% AllowedBenefit

100% Allowed Benefit

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit

Unlimited

----

Routine Offi~iViill

(Arinua_lphyslcall

W~U
Baby/ChildCare
RoutlneGYN

80% Allowed Benefit

SCreening.S:

Mammography,
Cotore_cta
1.&.Pr~state

PhvsldanOfficeVisits INot-Routlnel
Ph\;sicla_ri'~
QffiCEi
Visit (Sickness}
$25 Copay
{Maps& IJniepresented}

-

80% Allowed Benefit, after
deductible

P~YsiCi_~flt~
OfriCe
Visit (Slck~ess)

$25 Copay

SO%AllowedBenefitafter
deductible

$40 Copay

80% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

$40 Copay

80% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

(Represented!

$5 copay per visit

.$5copay per visit

80% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benem

-

SpeciallsdlfflceVislt

(Ma.;;I/<ll~representedj
-

_·,

~

___,-_ ;.,.-.

',:;:~,.: ;;

..-,._,.

~-,·~rl~~'~Tf

.

·,.•.

80% Allowed Benefit

-

--

SpeclaUst (liilcevislt

!R•pf'5•~~l

$5 copay per visit

-

',.

~~,;,; ~~·~~e'd)

deductible

80% Allowed Benefit

-

:cin~_
-~~m

ieverv
36 in;,;,1i,,
!routine
---:,.'" ,._,,:••.-:_,_,-.,_.i'-'·'.:'
..• --,-,,,;",' ,_,. ,. 90% Allowed Benefit after

$5 copayp-ervisit

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit
with medical diagnosis with medical

Diagnosis

.. > .-··:, -,,,_:'•,.·.:,_,_·.-,.,,

dia_gnosis
diagnosis

Emergent'(
ROOffl-.-ndUl"gentCa:reServlces
:, ··;''."''C'.'\-i:;-'f":/_·."·~ -·

~ll)bUlanceservlce

<-

@f:ie<!
.,;;ri!i~iali

r,•i;~lljlj

-

90% Allowed Benefit after 90% Alie Wed Benefit after
deductible
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

100% Allowed Benefit

(G!'c~nd-llrily)
-_

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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r-

-,a.--s--

R~!J_m_
~ffl-~r~_en_cy

90% Allowed Benefit after 90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

~,.deductible
~~,y~1on'."'uPta )4 m,11n

l!!Dn~~~~""kr
~me~i~~~~!nt

·,_

wv~l•e~ OlolLVIf
(coiiav

.

adndtted)

·....

..

.

.

··.-,-·.,--._:•·

,,.,

$50 copay

$50 copay

··•.

·•

·P:re
ur~·e_nt

.
.-,:

..

<

$25 Copay, 90%

$25 Copay,90% Allowed

Allowed eenefit

Benefit

$5 copay per

visitj

100%Allowed
Benefit

HospitalInpatientServices
,'·,.;_,··--

Mi~_&-_

•·...

.

>···

90% Allowed Benefit after

Anesthesia
. '.,·'_ ,, __ ·.:.<·

.

deductible

.•

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

y~r~?U!S~-n~.e~

100% Allowed

s~nri~s
NuiSing

90% Allowed Benefit after

.

deductible

.

100% AHowed Benefit

70% Allowet:!Benefit after
deductible

Benefit
preauthorization

.

·Reeresent~~
..__,_

pays 80% up to $1,500
out of pocket

admission, thenplan

pays 80% up to $1,500
out of pocket

Boiird & "General

Nursing SeryJ~••pre3uth0fiiation

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

_·
r~q~ir~~..

$100 deductible per
admlssion, then plan

$100 deductible per

Hosi,iiaI services,
1
l~_~l_udl~g.~0-~

.·

80% Allowed Benefit

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

ma,dmum per

admission, then 10,0%

·

Medical Surgical
P.hysi~ian Services

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% AliowedGenefitafter

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after

deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

100% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

Physical, Speech

& Occupational
The_rapy,. ._._.:_

deductible

...

Trcln~pl~nt
Qr(tan

(Pre-'Authorizatlon

90% Allowed Benefit after

70% Allowed Benefit after

100% Allowed Benefit 100% Allowed Benefit

Re9ulied)

deductible

deductible

Inpatient Rehab
Acute
..
-

90% of Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100%Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible
.

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

90% Allowed Benefit after

70% AflowedBenefit after

deductible

deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

BO%Allowed Benefit

90% Allowed Benefit after
surgeiy·
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit

80% Allowed Benefit

outpatient Services

.

·.•

CardiacRehab
•.,

>~' .• '

"a

• -

C

·-

chemotlieripy &
-Radiatl<in
·.·•
•.•

.

Renal ot~iysls
•.••

Dlag~o~tl~ l;bwork
.

--_··,:
-- _.
,- -~~f.~VS
. ..

·.

OUtpauerlt
.;:'c'
__
·'••---,--

.-,'.):'•-·

""

Physlcal;~peecll'&
•·.·&cupatto~;,, •
TherapyI~•~

-

..-,-·

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible - limit 60 visits
combined limit/year

.

r.

.•ui,repres;iiie~l•

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible • limit 60 visits
combined

.

visits per calendar

calendar year

year

------,,-------

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit •
limited to 100
limited to 100
combinedvi.sitsper
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·-·---•---BlueChoice Advantage PPO
.
•• Anv Out~of,Network Providei can balance. bill the dlffoirerici, between the allowed amourit and the billedamount.
Standard Option
High Option
In-Network
Out-of-Network••
In-Network
Out-of-Network••
Outjfatle·rit setviceSCoiitinu"ed
Physical,
Speech&
9ctupatrohal
Therapy
.

90% Allowed Benefit
after deductible - limit 60
visitscombined/year

•.
. ,. ,-·, .-:
Pre-A.dmlsslonTesting 90% Allowed Benefit after
• deductible
.·
.
.
Allergy Testing
90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible
,·

,

•.. ...,._

Allergy Serum

~f

Maternity
& Post'.Natal

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible,' limit 60 visits
combined/year

facility $5 copay;
100 combinedvisits
per cal-endar
year

.
70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

80% Allowed Benefit,
limitedto 100 visits
per calendaryear for
physical,speechand

.

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit
100%Allowed
80% Allowed Benefit,
Benefit,no maximum
no maximum

90'/4 Allowed Benefit
after Deductible, no

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible, no maximum

coveredin full

80% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit

70% Allowed Benefit

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit

.

(Physician
Servlc!,!S)

Fertility Testln2 & FamHvPlanning
FertilityTesting &
90% Allowed Benefit
Family
Planning

90% Allowed Benefit
70% Allowed Benefit
$100,000 lifetime maximum $100,000lifetlme maximum

In-Vitro Fertili2ation
(Pre-Authorization
Required)

100%
Allowed
Benefit;
$100,000 lifetime
maximum

80% Allowed Benefit;
$100,000 lifetime
maximum

Inpatient Mental Health & Substance Abuse-Benefits Provided by Beaton Health Options
Inpatient
Alcohol &

S~'~St~n~e

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

Ab~se/Mental
H~aith

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

(Nfa~&

$100 deductible per
admission,then plan
pays 80% up to $1,500
100% Allowed Benefit out of pocket
maximumper
admission, then 100%
Allowed Benefit.

Upiep~sentefl}
Pre'Aiith~rlzatlon

Ji..'q~1r~il
..

•

-

"·

1npat1en1
Alci>hol&.

s~\,~J~e•

.
90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

A~~le/M~rita1
H~.~lth···· .. · ..
(Re~,e~t,,dJ

$100 deductible per
admission, then plan
100% Allowed Benefit pays 80% up to $1,500
out of pocket
maximumper
admission, then 100%
Allowed Benefit

~Authcirliat1ori

Rli,~·i,~ll•
,_,.

,-

.

"-~-~,~--~

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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BlueChoiceAdvantage PPO
•• Any Out-of-Network Provider can balance bill the difference between the ·allowed amount and the billed amount.
In-Network

High Option

Standard option
Out-of-Network••

In-Network

lni,atlent Mental Health & Substance Abuse• Benefits Providedbv BeaconHealth ·o,;tlon
-.
---

.

!!lJW!i!U:Alcoliol &
Substa~ce
• 90% Allowed Benefit after
Abuse/Mental Health
deductible
{Maps & Utireprese,ntedJ
Pre-Authorization Rt!qulred

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

,

Inpatient Alcohol &

substanc~
Ab'use/MentalHealth
{Repf!!Sen~ed}

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

Out-of-Network••

$100 deductible por
admission, then plan
pays 80% up to $1,500
100% Allowed Benefit out of pocket
maximum/
admission, then 100$l
Allowed Benefit.
$100 deductible per
admission, then plan
pays 80% up to $1,500
100% Allowed Benefit out of pocket
maximum per

admission, I.hen 100¼

Pre-Alllhorizailon Required

Allowed Benefit.

Outpatient Mental Health & Substance Abuse- Benef!.ts Pravldfd b~ t:!ll!!il!" tif.alth Oe_tlon
Outpatient Mental

Health/Aicohol &
Substance Abuse(Maps &
Unrttpresented}
Outpatient Mental
Health/Alcohol &
SubstanceAbuse
(Represented}

$25 Copay•

80% Allowed Benefit aher
deductible

$25 Copay

80% Allowed Benefit after •
deductible

$5 copay/ visit; 100~
Allowed Benefit.

80% Allowed Benent.

$5 copay/ visit; 100%
80% Allowed Benefit,
Allowed Benefit.

Miscellaneous Supplles &Services

Nutrition Counseling

90" Allowed Benefit after
deductible

$5 copay/visit.

80"Allowed Benefit

70% of Allowed Benefit after
deductible
100% Allowed Benefit, 80% Allowed Benefit

Diabetic 5upplles

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductlble

70% Allowed Benent after
deductible

lnsutln & Svrln•es Covered bv Rx Plan
100,~Allowed
Benent

80% Allowed
Benefit

100 % of Allowed
Benefit

80 % Allowed Benefit

Durable Medical Equipment 90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70" Allowed Benefit after
deductible

Private duty nursing
(Pre-Authof!utlon required) 90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible
butoatlent 6nlv

70% Allowed Benefit aher
deductible

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70" Allowed Benefit after
deductlble

100% Allowed Benefit 80% Allowed Benefit

90% Allowed Benefit after
deductible

70% Allowed Benefit aher
deductible

100% a IIowed benefit 80%Allowed Benefit

; Hospl~e Car~

I

.

. Prost~et_lcDevices (IE:
asiirtifidal llinbs)

33
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-

Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)
Services are not covered under HMO unless an emergency

N.OTE: Out•of-Network

Kaiser HMO

Open Access AetnaSelect (HMO)

Dependent Eligibility: Dependent children, until the end of the calendar year they reach age 26, regardless of
student or marital status.
- ..
- ,.·'-.
-·..
_.,
·-_·
No
Yes
Are Refe~ralsRequinad?
..
.
., ·..
.
$1,100 per individual;
$1,100 per individual;
Out- Of0 Pocket Maximum
·. $3,600per family
.
$2,200 per family
.
'

-,·

' Unlimited

Plan Lifetime Maximurn~enefit

Unlimited

Routine& Preventive Services
Physician'; Office Visit: (Annual
Physical) ..
.·
WellBaby/Child Care
Ro~tine GYN Examln.ation

..

lmr'!lunilaiions
Screenings: Mammography,
Colorectal & Prostate

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full - call plan
for details

Covered in full - call plan
for details

PhysicianOffice Visit {Non-Routine)
Specialii;t Office Visit
Hearing Exams

.

IS5 copay per visit

$5 copay per visit

. $5 copay per visit

$5 copay per visit

EmergencyRoomand Urgentcare Services
Ambulance Service
(Basedon medical necei;sfty)
Emergency Ro1>m
~or_e__
24 ,h.Ours_or
U_p_to
O~s~_f'f.a_tiof'IDepartment
presentedviii Em&t'gen_cy

(copaywaived ONLYif admitted)
.
.· ..
Urgent Care

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

Covered in full foremergency
only

Covered in full for emergency
only

$SOcopay

$50copay

$5 copay per visit

$5 copay per visit
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Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)
NOTE: Out-of-Network Servicesare not covered under HMO unlessan emergency
Kaiser HMO

Open AccessAetnaSelect
(HMO)

HospitallnpatlentServices
Anesthesia

.
HClspltalServices Including Room;lioard
& General Nursing Services
.

&

Djagnost\c Lab Work
x0 iays
. .
Medical Surgical Physician Services
..
..
..
.
Physical, Speech & Occupational
Therapy

'
.

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full for non•
experimental transplants

Covered in full for nonexperimental transplants

Covered in full

Covered In full

•.

Organ Transplant

Pre-Authorization
Required

.

~cute in~Patient.Rehab

outpatient Services
Cardiac Rehab

$5 copay per visit

$5 copay per visit

Chemotherapy & Radiation

$5 copay per visit

$5 copay per visit

Renal Dialysis

$5 copay pervisit

Covered in full

Diagnostic Lab Wo.rk & X-rays

covered in full

Covered in full

Outpatient Surgery

$5 copay per visit

Covered in full

Physical, Speech & Occupational
Therapy

$5 copay per visit call plan for visit
limits

$5 copay per visit
limited to 90 visits per calendar year

Pre-Admission Testing

$5 copay per visit

Covered in full

Allergy Testing

$5 copay per visit

$5 copay pervisit

Allergy Serum

• Covered in full

·-·

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

Coveredin full
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Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)
.

NOTE: Out-of-Network Servicesare not covered under HMO unlessan emergency
Kaiser HMO

Open Access Aetna Select (HMO}

Maternity
Pre and P6st•Natal (Physldan
'.· ..
Services).·
·•
.
!leliyery (lnpaJient)

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in full

Covered in fu JI

.•

·.
·.

t'!~Y!~Ofll.
Car(!(inpatientl •

.· Covered in full

Covered in full

FertilityTesting& FamilyPlanning
.

.

$5 copay per visit for family planning .
Member cost sharing based on type of
Fertility testing office visit and any
service performed and place ofservice
otherfertility services covered at50%
where rendered

Fertility Testing & Family Planning
.

50% of allowable charges;
$100,000 maximum lifetime benefit
for up to 3attempts per live birth

Call plan for specific state mandated
benefits

Covered in full

Covered in full; preauthori2ation required

$5 copay pervisit

$5 copay pervisit

$5 copay pervisit

$5 cppay pervisit

Covered in full

$5copay

In-Vitro Fertilization

Mental Health & Substance Abuse Benefits

Inpatient
Mental Health/ Alcohol & Substance

Abuse

..

Outpatient
Mental Health/Alcohol & Substance
Abuse
.

Miscellaneous
Supplies& Services
':

,:

-,,·.-··•.

'

•••

Nutri.tion & Hea.lth Educ~tion

a

Diabetic SuppliesLancets, test strips,
Glucometers

.

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs)
Services are not covered under HMO unless an emergency
Kaiser Permanente HMO
Open ~ccess Aetna~elect

NOTE: Out-of-Network
.
.
. ...

. ..

.

.

... . ". _.-; .•· . •• • . .· Insulin & SyringesCovered by Rxplan
Duraolelliiedi.cal E~ulprnent •• ·.•
Covered in full
Preauthorizatlon required •. : .... . ·..
Private Duty Nursinf ••••.
•. •
Covered in full
.
Preauthorization required
-·- .,.•------Hospice Care
. Covered in full
Prosthetic DevicesSuch As Artificial ••
Covered in full
Limbs)
preauthorization required

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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J

Medical Plan&Ptesupl;ioo~Prerrium _• ••
2018 Weekly Pr~miums for Active Employees
BlueChoice Advantage PPO2

High Ootlon
Total •
Cost
$
132.58
$
245.27
$
278.42
397.74
$

.•.

Coyerage

Level
ParticipantOnl11

Particfpanl
• Oli'ld
+ Scouse

Partldpant

Parllcipanl + Famiy

Standard Ootlon

$

$

$
$

City
Cost
97.84
181.01
205.47
293.53

Eniployea

$
$
$
$

Cost
34.74.
64.26

coverage
Level

72.95,

PartidcanlOntv
?attidpant+ O'!lld
Partidpant + Spouse

104.21

Participant+Famiy

$
$
$
$

Total

City

Cost
122.30
22626
256.84
366.91

Cost
97.84 $
181.01 $
205.47 $
293.53 $

$
$
$
$

Emptoyee

Cost
24.66
45.25
51.37
73.38

Health Maintenance Organi:zation Plans HMO
Kaiser Pemiarleiite HMO

Aelna Se~~ct Op~n Acc_ess
Coverage

Leval
ParticipantOnly

P.artlclpant
+ Oilld
Participant+Spouse
Partldpanl+ Femlly

Tot.I
Cost
101.85
188.42
213.88
305.55

Employee
Cost
C0$1
91.67
10.18
169.58
18.84
192.49
21.39
275.00
30.55

City

Covera9e
Level
Part.lcfpan!Only

Participant+
0-.ld
Particlpont+Spouse
F'.articlpant
+ Familv

$
$
$
$

Total
Cost
112.98
• 214.67
237.27
338.95

City
Cost
$
101.88
$
193.20
$
213.54
$
305,05

Emp!oyee

$
$
$

$

Cost
11.30
21.47

23.73
• 33.90

CareFirst CVS/Caremark Prescription Drug Plan
High and Standard Option
c...Fis!C\ISCaenllk High OpUon Rx Plan
Employee
Total
City
Cost
Cost
Cost
Parlldpanl Only
$
18.29 $
14.05 $
.4.24
Participant+Child
33.84 $
$
25.99 5
7.85
Parttelpanl
+ Spouse
$
38.41 $
29.50 $
B.91
$
Palt!dpanl+ Fa~y
54.87 $
42.14 $
12.73
Cov8rage
Level

2

ea.FntC\ISQnmakStandard
Total
Cost
$
17.56
ParticipantOnly
Partk;fpant+Ol!ld
$
32.48
$
Participant+ Spa~
36.87
Partklpant+ Famfy
$
52.68
Coverage
Level

$

$
$

$

Option Rx Plan
City
Employee
Cost
Cost
14.05 $
3.51
6,50
25.96 $
7.38
29.49 $
42.15 $
10.53

PreferredProviderOrganization{PPO)

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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Medical Plan~!'~es~~iptionprug Premium

1

-~~·

I

2018 BiweeklyPremiums for Active Employees
BlueChoice Advantage PPO Plan

Coverage
Level

HlahOolloll
Total

City
Cost

Cost

Parlicluant+ S001.1Se

$
$
$

Participant+ Family

$

ParticipantOnly
Participant+ Child

265.16
490.54
556.83
795.47

$
$
$
$

195.68
362.02
410.94
587,05

Coverage

Employee
Cost

Standard Cotton
TotRI

l.evel

$
$

69,48
128.52
145.89

P.irticlnant Only
Participant+ Child

$

208.42

Participant+ Family

$

Participant+ Spouse

Cost
$
244.61
$
452.52
$
513.67
$
733.82

$

$
$
$

City

Employee

Cost
195.69
362.02
410.94
587.06

$
$
$
$

Cost
48.92

90.50
102.73
1
146.76

Health Maintenance Organization HMO

Coverage
Level

Aetna Select Open Ac:cess
Clly
Total
Cost
. Cost

203.70
376.84
427.76
611.09

Partidpant Only
Particicant + Child
P.articipanl+ Spouse
Particlpanl + Famtly

Employee

Coverage

Cost

183.33
339.16
384.98
549.98

Level

20.37
37.68
42.78
61.11

Kaiser Permanente HMO
Total
City
Cost
Cost

Partldi:iantOnly
Part.lclpant+ ctuld
Partlclpan!+ Spouse

$
$
$

Participanl + Family

$

225.97
429.34
474.53
677.90

$

$
$

$

Employee
Cost

20 3.37
386.41
427.08
610.11

$

$
$
$

22.60
42.93,
47.45
67.79,

CareFirst CVS/Caremark Prescription Drug Plan
High & Standard Options
ca.FmC\ISCaunal<Hl1
Coverage
Total
Cost
Level
PartJclpantOnlv

$

Participant+ Chld

$

+ Spouse

$

Parlidpanl + Family

$

Partldpant

36.58
67.68
76.82
109.74

h Option Rx Plan
City
Cost
$
$

$
$

Qnf'mCVS.caen-akStandard
Coverage
Total
Level
Cost

Employee
Cost

28.09 $
51.98 $
59.00 $

8.49
15.70
17.82

ParticipantOnly
Partclpant + Child

$

Pi:irt.ldoanl + Spousa

$

$

25.46

Partldpant + FarnJy

$

B4.28

$

35.12
64.97
73.75
105.36

$
$
$
$

OpUon Rx Plan
City
Employe.a
CO$!
Cost
28.10 $
5 1.98 $
59.00 $
14.7~ ..
B4.29 $
21.07 0

16
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Medical Plan & Prescriptio~ru -~Pre~illm

J

for Activ e Employees
2018 21-Pay Premit1n:i_s
BlueCholce Advantage PPO Plan
Standard Ootlon
To1al
Coverage
Level
Cost
$
302.85 $
$

•

$

•

560.26 $
635.96 $
908.54 s

City
Cost

Employee
Cost
60.57
$

242.28
448.21 $
508.79 $
726.83 $

112.05
127.19
181.71

Health Maintenance Organizati on HMO
Coverage
Levei

Aetna Select O en Access
City
Total
Cast
Cost

Only
Participant
Participant+CHd
+Spouse
Participant
+ Famfy
P.arlicipanl

252.19
466.57
529.61
756.59

226.97
419.91
476.65
680.93

Kaiser Permanente HMO
Total
City

Employee
Cost

25.22
46.66
52.96

Panici

75.e6

cost
279.77
$
$
531.56
$
587.51
839.31
$

Coist

$

$
$
$

251.79
478.41
52B.76
755.38

Employee
Cost
$

$
$
$

27.98
53.15
SB.75
83.93

CareFirst CVS/Caremark Prescriptio n Drugs Plan
High & Standard Options
QnFht evsca.mak High OpUon Rx Plan
Employee
City
Total
Coverage
Cost
Cost
Cost
level
10.51
34.78 $
45.29 $
$
19.44
64.35 $
83.79 $
$
22.06
73.05 $
95.11 $
$
3U2
104.35 $
135.87 $
$

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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Confist
Coverage
Level
Por1iclpanl

cvs.ca.mak Standard Option Rx Plan
Total
Employea
City
Cost
Cost
Casi
$
8.70
43.48 $
34.78 $
16,09
80.43
$
64.34 $
$

$

91.31

s
s

130.44 $

73.06 $
104.35 $

18,26
26.09
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f
Medical Plan & Prescription Drug Premium
·--·-7
L ___2_0_1_8_M_o_n_t_h~ly~P_re_m_iu_m_s_f_o_r_A_c_ti_v_
___
~-j
e_E_m~p_lo~y~e_e_s
BlueChoice Advantage PPO Plan

Cov8rage
Level
P.articlpantOrlly
P.articlpnnt+ Ch"ld
Partldpant + Spouse
Participant + Family

HI h O Uon
Total
Cast
$
574.51 $
$ 1,082.84 $
$ 1,206.47 $
$ 1,723.52 $

Standard 0 Hon
Talal
Cost
ParO::ipanlOnly
$
529.98 $
Partk:I ant+ Cnld
s 980.46 $
f::'arlidpanl + Spouse
s 1,112.96 $
Participant+ Famn•1
$ 1,589.94 $

City
Cos
423,98
784.37
890.37
1,271.95

Cove~ge
Level

City
Em ployee
Cost
Cost
423.98 $
106.00
784,37 $
196.09
890,37 $
222.59
1,271.95 $
317.99

Health Maintenance Organization HMO
Coverage

Aetna Select Open Access
Total
City

Level

Cost
441.34
816.49
926.82
1,324.03

Panlclpanl Only

Participant+ Ch1ld
Partidpanl + Spouse
ParUdpanl + famBy

Kaiser Permanente HMO
Coverage
Level

Employee

Cost

397.21
734.84
834.14
1,191.63

Cost

44,13

Partid~ant On

81,65
92.68

Partldpant + Oiild
Part.ldpant + Spouse

132.40

Parlldpant + Fainly

Total
Cost
S
489 ,60 $
$
930.23 $
$ 1,028.15 $

City
Employee
Cost
Cost
440 ,64 $
48.96
93,02
837.21 $
427.08 $
102.81
146.88

CareFirst CVS/Caremark Prescription Drug Plan
High & Standard Options
ea.Rs!CVS.caaiakHi<h O lion Rx Plan
Cov.orage

Total
Cost

Level
Parllclpant Only

$

P;11rtic;:ipant
+ Child

$
$
$

Participant+ Spouse
Parlicipanl + Fa~

79.26 $
146.63 $
166.44 $
237.78 $

caeAstCIIS<::amakStandard o tlon Rx PJan
Total
City
Employee

City
Cost

Employee
Cost
60.B7 $
18.39
112.61 $
34.02
127.B3 $
3B.61
182,62 $
55, 16

Coverage
Level

PartldpanlOnly
Partldpanl+Chld
Participant+ Spouse
Partldpant+ Family

Cost
$
$

$
$

Cost

76.09 $
140.76 $
159.79
228.27

$
$

Cost
15.22
28.15
127.83 $
21.96
182.62 $
45.65

60 67 $
112.61 $

18
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2018 Prescription Drug Prem1um

----

----,.,-------~
.. ----·
j"'
L........_._"'------;..W

Prescription
e_e=kly
.....

City
Cost

Total
Cost

Participant + SpouSe

$

18.29 $
33.84 $
38.41 $

Participant+ Famly

$

54.87 $

ParticipantOnly
Part!cipant+ Chld

$

$

[ :

14.05 $
25.99 $
29.50 $
42.14

$

I

Prem iums

CareFirst CVS/Caremark
Option :------.---ca.eRlstC\IS/Cwrnal<High
coverage
Level

_·

Ian • Hioh & Standard Options
Standard Option RxPlan
OIS/""""1arl<
Total
Cost

Coverage
Level
ParticipantOnly

4,24
7.85
8.91

Participant+ Chid
Participant+ Spouse

12.73

Participant+ Fam,ly

Bi-Weekly Prescription

$
$

Oty
Cost

Employee
Cost

$

17.56 $
32.48 $
36.87 $

14.05 $
25.98 $
29.49 $

3.51
6.50
7.38

$

52.68 $

42.15 $

10.53

---

Pre miums

___

--"'-·

]

CareFirst CVS/Caremark Prescription Drugs PIan • High & Standard Options
Caefr.\t ~Standard
calfist CVS/Calmll<HIh Option Rll PIan
-:"'..,...---1----,C,-,0-ve-ra""
go
Total
City
Employee
Total
Coverag
Cost
Cost
Level
cost
e Leval
Cost
35.12
28.09 $
$
8.49
36.58 $
$
Partlcloan\nr.1v
64.97
$
51.98 $
15.70
67.68 $
$
Parf.ldpan1+01iJd
$
73.75
1use
17.82
59.00 $
$
76.82 $
Partlc;lnant+Soouse
105.36
84,28 $
$
25.46
109.74 $
$
Partlclpanl+ FB'Tiy

,-----~---------2-1--Pay

Prescription

L-·-·-------"""'------

$

$
$

$

OoUon Rll Pl$n
ErriplOye·e
City
Cost
CoSt
26.10 $
7.02
12,99
51-98 $
14.75
59.00 $
21.07
84.29 $

-

Premiums

-•-·.:J

careFirst CVS/ Caremark Prescription Drugs • High & Standard Options
High Option RxPlan
CareRr.tQ/5/Caremak
CoIier age
Level
ParticipantOnly
Participant+ Chid

$

Participant+Spouse
Participant+ Famiy

$

$
$

Total

City

Cost

Cost

45.29
83.79
95.11
135.87

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

$

$

$
$

---------'-

Employee

Option Rx Plan
canaFlrstcvs/Csremru1<Standard

_
___ "'Le"'v""e"-1
,.cCost=,,,,_,,.,...
O.c.nc,ly
.. '-Part1=c"'-ipa~n"-t
34.78 s__ 1o_.s_1
d
+_Chll
__Pa_lll_c.,.lp_an_t
64.35 $:-----,19...,.44,-i
pouse
..ip_ant_+_S~
___ Pa_111_c
73.05 s__ 22._o_s
+_Famil)'
___ Pa_rti_c.,.ip_an_t
104.35 S__ 31_.5_2
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Total
Cost

Coverage
$

s
$
$

City

Employee

Cost
Cost
43.48 $
8.70
34.78 $
60.43 $
16.09
64.34 $
91.31 $
18.26
73.05 $
26,09
104.35 $
130.44 $
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2018 DeltaCare USA Dental DHMO & Delta Dental PPO Rates
Biweekl" 26 Pavsl
DellaCare USA DHMO Coverage
Total
Level
Cost
Particip<a1J\t
On\y
$
3.73
6.33
Partidcant + Child
$
Participant+ Spouse
$
7.45
Participant+Famny
$
10.43

Biweeklv Rates
City
E111>loyee
Cost
Cost
$
3.73 $
6.33 $
$
$
7.45 $
.
10.43 $
$

.
.

.

Delta Dental PPO - Blweeklv Rates
Total
City
Employee
Cost
Cost
Cost
Participant Only
3.73 $
$
13.04 $
9.31
Participant+ Child
6.33 $
$
22.14 $
15.61
Pi!rtlcipanl + Spouse
$
26.07 $
7.45 $
18.62
Participant+ Family
$
10.43 $
36.4B $
26.05
Coverage
Level

Weeklv 52 Pavsl
Dell.aCare USA DHMO -Weeklv Rates
Total
City
Employee
Coverage
Cost
Level
Cost
Cost
.
Participant Only
$
1.86 $
1.86 $
$
3.17 $
3.17 $
Participant+ Child
Participant+ Spouse
$
3.72 $
3.72 $
.
Participant+ Famlly
5.22 $
5.22 $
$

.
.

Delta Dental PPO -Weeklv Rams
City
Total
Cost
Cost
Participant Only
$
1.87
6.52 $
Participant + Child
3.16
$
11.07 $
Participant+ Spouse
13.04 $
3.73
$
Partlcip;mt + Fam Uy
$
16.24 $
5.22
Coverage
Level

Elll'foyee
Cost
$
4.65
$
7.91
9.31
$
$
13.02

21-Pavs • Biweeklv {10-Monthsl
OeltaCare USA DHM0-21-Pavs (Slweekl I Rates
E,ij,!oyee
Coverage
Total
City
Cost
Level
Cost
Cost
.
Participant Only
$
4.62 $
4.62 $
$
7.84 $
7.84 $
Partlc:ipanl+ Child.
9.22 $
P~rticlp;:inl + Soouse
9.22 $
$
.
Parliclpanl-+ Fam lly
$
12.91 $
12.91 $

.
.

Delta Denial PP0-21-Pa,,
Coverag'e
Total
Level
Cost
Participant O'lty
$
16.14
Paflicipant + Child
$
27.42
Participant+ Spouse
$
32.2B
Partlcipainl -t Family
$
45.17

(Slweeklvl Rates
City
Employee
Cost
Cost
$
4.61 $
11.53
$
7.84 $
19.58
$
9.22 $
23.06
$
12.92 $
32.25

Monthly , 12-Monthsl
DeltaCare USA DHMO Coverage
Tola!
Level
Cost
Parllcipanl Only
B.OB
$
Partleipanl + Child
13.72
$
16.14
?articlpanl +Spouse
$
22.60
Participanl + Family
$

Monthtv Rates
Employee
City
Cost
Cost
8.08 $
$
$
13.72 $
$
16.14 $
$
22.60 $

.
.
.
.

Delta Dental PPO -Monthly Rates
City
Total
Cost
Cost
PartiC\nanl011\y
8.0B
$
26.25 $
Pa.rtlclpanl+ Child
13.72
$
47.98 $
Partlcipanl + Spous-e
16.14
$
56.49 $
Participant+Famllv
$
22.60
79.04 $
Coverage
Level

Employee
Cost
$

20.17

$

34.26
40.35
56.44

$
$

.

..
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2018 Monthly Active COBRA Rates
High Option & Standard Option Medical Plans
CareFirst PPO Hiah Option
Coverage

Level
Participant Onlv

Participanl + Oiild
Participc1nl + Spouse

Participant+ Famlv

Care First PPO Standard Option

High Option
COBRA Cost

Coverage
Level
PariiclpanlOnlv
Fa-rticioant+ Child

$586,00
$1,084.10
$1,230.60
$1,757.99

P.articlpant + Spouse

P.arlicipanl+ Fam1y

Standard Option
COBRA Cost

$540.58
$1.000.07
$1,135.22
$1,621.74

HMO Medical Plans
Open Access Aetna Select (HMO)
Cova rage

Level

Level

COBRA Cost

Partk:ipantOnly
Participant + Oiik:I

Participant

Kaiser Permanente HMO
Coverage

+SpouSe

Participant + Fanily

COBRA Cost

$450.17
$832.82
$945.36

Part~loant Only
Participant+ Chnd
Participant + Spouse

$499.39
$948.83
$1,048.71

$1,350.51

Participant+ Farrily

$1,498.17

High Option & Standard Option Prescription Drug Plans
CareFirst CVS ·RX· High Option
Level

Care First CVS• RX - Standard Option
Coverage

Coverage

Level

COBRA Cost

F'arliclpanlOnly
Parlicipant + O,ild
ParUcicant + Spouse
Participant + Fam1y

$80.85
$149,56
$169.77
$242.54

Pa~lpanl Onlv
Partic:ioant+ Ol(ld
Par1iclpant+ Soouse

Pa.r1iclpant
+ Farrily

COBRA Cost

$77.61
$143.58
$162,99
$232.84

DHMO & DPPO Dental Plans
DeltaCare DHMO
Coverage
Level
Participant011v
Partic!nanl+ O'!Hd
Parlicfoant+ Soouse
Participant + fani!v

Delta Dental PPO (Dental

DPPO)

Coverage

Level

COBRA Cost

$8.24
$13.99
$16.46
$23.05

Participant 011y

Participant + O,Hd

Participant+ Soouse

Pal1icinanl+ Fanily

COBRA Cost

$28.82
$48.94
$57.62
$80.62

Vision Plan
COBRA Cost

$3.96
$3.96
$3.96
$3.96

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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As of January1, 2022

Polkt Officer

Step No Degree Current EID No Degree Assooate's Bach~or·s

1
2

S26.S4
S26.60

m.oo
S31.9S
S33.96
S3S.83
S36.19
S37.S9
S37.96
S38.70
539.07
S39.4S
S39.82
S40.19
S40.S6
S42.07
S42.4S
S42.84
S43.22
S43.60
S43.98
S44.37
S44.75
S4S.13
S45.51
S45.90

13

14
1S
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

S26.S4
S26.60

m.oo
S31.9S
S33.96
S3S83
S36.19
S37.59
S37.96
S38.70
S39.07
S3945
S39.82
S40.19
S40.56
S42.07
S42.45
S42.84
S43.22
S43.60
S43.98
S44.37
S44.75
S4513
S45.51
S45.90

S27.26
S2732
S27.72
S32.67
S34.68
S36.5S
S36.91
S38.31
S38.68
S39.42
S39.79
S40.17
S40.54
S40.91
S41.28
S42.79
S43.17
S43.56
S4394
S4432
S44.70
S4S.09
S45.47
S4S85
S46.23
S,46.62

S2799
S.28.0S
S28.AS
Sl3.40
Sl5.41
S37.28
S37.64
Sl9.04
S3941
S4015
S40.52
S4090
S41.27
S41.64
S4201
S43.52
S43.90
S44.29
S44.67
S45.0S
S45.43
S4S.82
S46.20
S46S8
S46.96
S4735

Mailer's

S28.71
S28.77
S29.17
Sl4.12
S36.13
S38.00
S38J6
S39.76
S40.13
S40.87
S41.24
S41.62
S41.99
S4236
S42.73
S44.24
S44.62
S45.01
S4SJ9
S45.77
S46.15
S46..54
S46..92
S47J0
S47.68
S,48.07

No Degree Assooate's Bachelor's

Master'i.

S29.72
S30.22
S30.72
S32.97
S35.22
S36.97
S37.72
S38.47
S39.22
S39.97
S40.47
S41.78
S42.29
S42.80
S43.31
S43.82
S44.33
S44.84
S45.35
S45.86
S46.37
S46.88
S47.39
S47.90
S48.41
S48.92

S3117
S31.67
S32.17
S34.42
S36.67
S3842
S39.17
S39.92
S40.67
S41.42
S41.92
S43.22
S43.73
S44.24
S44.7S
S45.26
S4S.77
S46.28
S46.79
S47.30
S47.81
SA8J2
S4883
S49.34
S49.85
SS0.36

S29.00
S29.SO
U0.00
S32.2S
S34.SO
S36.2S
S37.00
S37.7S
S38SO
S392S
S39.75
S41.06
S41.57
S42.08
S42.S9
S0.10
S43.61
S44.12
S44.63
S45.14
S4S.65
S46.16
S46.67
S4718
S47.69
S48.20

S304S
S30.9S

nus
S33.70
SlS.95
S37.70
S38.4S
S39.20
S39.9S
S4070
S41.20
S42.SO
S43.01
S43.52
S44.03
S44.S4
S4S.OS
S4S.56
S46.07
S46.58
S47.09
S47.60
S48-11
S48.62
S49.13
S49.64

No Degree As5ociate's ~chelor's

S29.S8
S30.09
S30.60
S32.90
S3519
S36.98
S37.74
S38.S1
S3927
S40.04
S40.SS
S41.88
S42.40
S42.92
S43.44
S43.96
S44.48
S45.00
S45.52
S46.49
S47.01
S47.54
S4806
S48.59
S49.12
S,49.64

S30.30
S30.81
S3132
S33.62
S3S.91
S37.70
S38.46
S39.23
S39.99
S40.76
S41.27
S42.60
S43.12
S43.64
S44.16
S44.68
S4S.20
S4S.72
S46.24
S47.21
S47.74
SAS.26
$48.79
S49.31
S49.84
SS0..36

S31.03
S31.S4
S32.0S
S34.34
S36,64
S38.42
S39.19
S39.95
S40.72
S41.48
S41.99
S43J2
S43.84
S4436
S44.88
S4S.40
S45.92
S46.44
S46.96
S47.94
S48.46
S48.99
S49.51
SS0.04
SS0.56
SSl.09

Master's

S317S
S32.26
S32.77
S3S.06
S37.36
S39.14
S39.91
S40.67
S41.44
S42.20
S42.71
S440S
S44,57
S45.09
S4S.61
S46.13
S46.65
S47.17
S47.69
S48.66
S49.18
S.C9.71
SS023
SS076
SSl.29
SSl.81
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3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

S26.32
S26.93
S27.S4
S32.8S
S34.86
S36.70
S37.06
S38.SO
S38.88
S39.63
S40.02
S40.40
S40.76
S41.16
S41.S4
S43.09
S4H8
S43.87
S-44.26
S44.65
S4S.OS
S4S.44
S45.83
S46.22
S46.61
S,47.00

As of July 1, 2023

As of July 1, 2022
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As of July 1, 2023

Master's No Degrtt A~ate's
Bachelof's
S64.646
S61.349
S64.349
S62.849
S6S.683
S62.407
S63,907
S6S,407
S66,720
S63,464
S66,464
S64964
S71,387
S68,224
S69,72.4 S7l.224
S76.053
S72,984
S74.484
S7S,984
S79.683
S76.686
S78.186
S79,686
S81,238
S79,n3
S81,213
SJB.273
Slg794
S79.859
S81.359
S82.859
S84,446
S81,446
S84,349
S82.946
SSS,905
S83,033
S84,533
S86.033
S86,942
S84,090
SBS,590 S87,090
S89,648
S86,851
S88,351
S89,8S1
S90,706
S87,930
S89,430
S90,930
S91,764
S89,009
S90.509
S92.009
S92.821
S90,088
S91.S88
S93.088
S93.879
S91,167
S92,667
S94,167
S94937
S92.246
S93,746
S9S,246
S9S,99S
S94,824
S96,324
S9l.324
S97,052
S94.-403 S9S.903
S97.403
S98,110
S97,918
S99,418
S96.418
S99,168
S97,S08
S99,008 SIOO,S08
S100.225
S98.S97 Sl00,097 S101.S97
S101,283
S99,687 S101.187 S102.687
S102,.341 S100,n6
S102,276 S103,776
S103,399 Sl0l,866
S103.l66 S104,866
S104.-456 Sl02,95S S10445S SI0S,9S5

Master's
S65.849
S66.907
S67.964
S72.724
sn.A84
S8l 186
S82.773
S84J59
S85.946
S87.533
S88.S90
S91.3St
S"92A30
S93.509
S94.S88
S9S,667
S96,74'6
S97824
S98.903
Sl00,918
S102.008
S103.097
S104,187
SlOS.276
S106.366
S107,45S

Norr: It is agreed that the hourty rotes set fonJi on the Solo,y Schedule shall go~m members' compenso11onond that I/Iese annual salary totals ore illusuoh~ anty (based on 1014 hours per 'Yff)f)
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Polke Officer
As of January t, 2022
As of July t. 2022
Step No Degree Currffll EID No Degree Associate's Bachelor's M~te(s
No Degree Associat.es Bachelo(s
SSS.044
SS4,588
SSS.044
S56,544
SS9.544
S60.146
S61.646
S63.l46
1
SSS.044
168
SS9.668
S61,183
S62.683
S64,l83
2
SSS,168
SSS,8S3
SSS,168
SS6.668 ssa.
SSS,998
S57,118
SSS,998
S57,498
S60,498
S62,220
S63,7l0
S65,22-0
3
SSS.998
4
S66.887 S68,387
S69,887
S66,264
S68,131
S66.264
S67,764
S69,264
S70,764
5
S70,433
S72,.300 S7-0,03
S71,933
S73,433
S74.933
S71,SS3
S73,0S3
S74,SS3
6
S74,311
S76,116
S74,311
S7S,811
sn,311
S78,811
S7S,183
S76,683
S78,183
7
S7S,058
S7S,-058 S76.SS8
S76.862
S78.058
S79,SS8
S76.738
S78.l.38
S79.738
B
S79,&49
Sn962
S79,462
SS0,962
S82.462
S78.294
S79.794
S81.294
S77.962
9
S78.729
S80,637
S78,729
SS0,229
S81,729
S83.229
S79,849
S81,349
S82,849
10
SS0,264
S82,193
SB0.264 S81,764
S83,264
S81.A0S S82,905
S84,40S
S84.764
11
S81,0.31 S83,001
S84,031
S85,531
SBl,942
S85,442
S81.-031 S82.S31
S82.442
12
S81.819
S83,790
S81,819
S83.319
S84,819
S86.319
SBS,148 S86,648
S88,148
13
S82,587
S84,S36
S82,S87
SS,4.087 SBS,587 S87,087
S86,206
S87,706
S89,206
14
S87,854
S87,264
S88,764
S90,264
SBl,354
SBS,366 S83.3S4
S84.BS4 S86.3S4
15
S84.121
S86,154
S84121
SBS.621 S87,121
S88.621
S88.321
SB9,821 S91,321
16
S87,2S3
S89,369
S87,2S3
S88.7S3
S90.253
S91.753
S89,379
S90,879
S92,379
17
S88,041
S90,178
S88.041
S89,S41
S91,041
S92.S41
S90,437
S91,937
S93,437
18
S88,8SO S90,986
saa.aso $90,350 S91,850 S93,3SO S91,49S S92,995 S94,495
19
S89,638
S91,795
S91,138
S92.,638 S94.138
S94,0S2
S89.638
S92.SS2
S95.S52
20
S90.426
S92,604
S90,426
S93,426
S94,926
S93,610
S9S,110
S96,610
S91.926
21
S91,21S
S93,434
S91,21S
S94 21S
S9S,71S
S94,668
S96,l68
S92.71S
S97.668
22
S92.023
S94,243
S92.023
S9l,S23
S9S,023
S96.S23
S95,72S
S97.2l5
S98.72S
S98,283
23
S92.812
S9S,0S1
S92.812
S94.312
S9S,812
S97,3l2
S96,783
S99,783
24
S93,600
S95,860
S93.600
S9S,100
S96,600
S98,100
S97,841
S99,34l S100,841
25
S94,l88
S96,669
S94,.3B8 S9S.888
S97,l88
S98,888
S98.899 Sl00,399 Sl0l,899
26
S9S,197
S97,478
S9S.197
S96,697
S98197
S99,697
S99.956 Sl0l.456
Sl02,956
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As of January1, 2022

Flight Offktr

Step No Degree Current EID No Degree Assooilltt's

S38.59
541.04
541.45
S43.05
543.47
S44.33
S44.75
S-45.18
S45.60
S-46.03
S46.46
S-48.18
S48.62
S-49.08
S49..50
S49.94
S50.36
S.50.81
S51.25
SSl.69
S52.13
S5U6

S39.24
541.68
542.09
543.72
S44.14
545.00
545.42
j.45.85
j.46,27
546.70
54713
S-48.87
S-49.31
S-49.77
S.50.19
S50.63
S51.05
S51..50
S51.94
S52.38
S52.82
S53.25

S38.59
541.04
541.45
543.05
S43A7
S44.33
S44.75
S-45.18
S45.60
S-4603
S4646
S-48.18
S-48.62
S-4908
S49..50
S-49.94
S.50.36
S.5081
S51.25
S51.69
S52.13
S52.26

S39.31
S41.76
542.17
543.77
S44.19
545.05
545.47
j.45.90
546.32
546.75
547.18
j.48.90
549.34
549.80
S.50.22
SS0.66
S.51.08
S5153
S51.97
S52.<11
S52.85
S.52.98

Master's

~.04
542.49
S42.90
S44..50
S44.92
545.78
546.20
546.63
S47.0S
547,48
547.91
S49.6l
S.50.07
S.50.53
S.50.95
S51.39
S51.81
552.26
552.70
553.14
S53.58
553.71

S40.76
543.21
S43.62
S45.22
S45.64
546..50
j.46.92
547.35
547.77
548.20
S-48.63
S.5035
S.50.79
S5125
S51.67
S.52.11
S52.53
S52.98
S53.42
S53.86
S.54.30
S.54.43

No Degree Assooate's 8.Khetor·s

S42.SO
543.00
S4350
S44.00
S4450
545.00
54550
S-46.92
S47.43
S-47.94
54845
S49.47
549.98
S.5049
S5l00
S.51.26
S51.77
S5U8
S52.79
55304
S53.55
S.54.06

543.22
S43.72
544.22
S44.72
545.22
S45.72
j.46.22
S47.64
S-48.15
S-48.66
S49.17
SS0.19
S.50.70
SSl.21
SSl.72
S51.98
SS2.49
S53.00
S53.51
SS3.76
S.54.27
S.54.78

543.95
S44A5
S44.95
S45A5
545.95
54645
546.95
548..37
548.88

549..39
S4990
SS0.92
S.51.413
S5194
S.52.45
S52.70
S53.21
S53.72
S.54.23
S.54.49
S55.00
S5551

As of July 1, 2023
Master's

No Oegrtt

54467
545.17
545.67
S46.17
S4667
S47.17
547.67
S-49.09
S49.60
S.50.11
5.50.62
551.64
552.15
S5266
S53.17
S53.42
S53.93
S.54.44
S.54.95
S.55.21
S.55.72
556.23

543.35
S43.86
S44.37
544.88
S45.39
545.90
546.41
547.86
548.38
S-4890
549.42
S.50.46
S50.98
S.51.50
S.5202
S.52.79
S53.32
S.53.84
S.54.37
S.54.63
S.55.16
S.55.68

Associate·s &Khelor's

544.07
S44.58
545.09
545.60
S46.11
546.62
547.13
S-4858
S-49.10
S-49,62
S5014
S51.18
551.70
S52.22
S52.74
S5352
S54.04
S.5457
S5S.09
SS5.35
S55,88
S56.41

544.80
S45.31
S45.82
546.33
j.46.84
547.35
j.47,86
j.49.30
j.49,83
S.5035
S.50.87
S51.91
S52.43
S.52.95
S.53.47
S.542<1
S.54.76
S5529
S55.82
S56.08
S.56.60
S57.13

Masttr's

S45.S2
546.03
546.54
547.05
S47.S6
548.07
548.S8
SS0.03
SS0.S5
S51.07
S5159
SS2.63
S53.15
S53.67
S.5419
S.54.96
S55.49
S56.01
S56.S4
S56.80
S57.33
S57.85
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

As of July 1, 2022

Bachelor's

DMFIRM #400231086 v10

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

M.astff'S

S94A08
S95,466
S96,523
S97,S81
S98639
S99,697
Sl00,754
S103,758
S104.837
S105.916
S106.995
S109,153
S110,232
Sll 1,311
S112.389
5113.992
S115.081
S116,171
S117260
S117,805
S118,89S
S119.984
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Flight Officer
As of January1, 2022
As of July 1, 2022
As of July 1, 2023
Step No Degree Current EID No Degree Associlte's Bachelol's Master's No Degree Auociate's Bac~t•s
Master's No Degree A~iate's
Badlflol's
1
2
3
4
5
S80,036
S81,384
S80,036
S81,536
S83,036
S84.536
S8,1
◄ 5
S89,645
S91,145
S92,645
S89,908
S91,408
S92.908
S86,444
6
S85.117
sa5, 111
S86,617
S88,117
S89,617
S89,182
S90,682
S92.182
S93,682
S90,966
S92A66
S93,966
7
S85,967
S87,295
S85,967
S87,A67 S88.967
S90,467
S90,219
S91,719
S93,219
S94,719
S92,023
S93.523
S95,023
8
S89,286
S90,675
S89.286
S90,786
S92,286
S93,786
S91,2S6
S92,756
S94,256
S95,756
S93,081
S94581
S96,081
S93,793
S95,293
S96,793
S94,139
S9S,639
S97,139
S94,657
9
S90.157
S91,546
S90,157
S91,657
S93,157
S92.293
10
S91,940
S93,330
S91,940
S94,940
S96,440
S93,330
S94,830
S97,830
S95,197
S98,197
S93.440
S96.330
S96.697
11
S92,812
S94,201
S94,312
S95,812
S94,367
S98,867
S99,254
S97,367
S92.812
S97.312
S9S.367
S96.2.54 S97,754
S98,203
S97,312
S98,812 Sl00.312 SlOl,812
S93,703
S95,093
S93,703
S95,203
S96,703
S99.258 Sl00,758 SIOZ.258
12
S94.S74 S95,964
S94,574
S96.074
S97,574
S99.074
S98,370
S99.870 S101.370 S102,870 S100,337 S101,837 SI03,337
13
14
S95,466
S96,856
S95,466
S96.966
S98,466
S99,966
S99,428 Sl00,928 S102,428 S103.928 S101,416 S102.,916 S104,416
S96,358
S97,858
S99,358 Sl00,858 S100,485 S101,985 SlOJ,485 S10498S S101,495 S103.995 SI05,49S
15
S96.358
S97,748
16
S99,925 S101,356
S99.925 S101,42S S102.,925 S104,42S S102,601 S104,101 SlOS,601 S107,101 S104,653 S106.153 Sl07,653
17 Sl00,838 S102,269 Sl00,838 S102,338 S103,838 SlOS,338 S103.659 S105,159 S106,659 S108,159 SlOS,732 S107232 S108.732
18 S101,792 S103,223 S101.792 S103,292 $104,792 S106.292 S104716 S106.216 S107,716 S109,216 S106,811 S108,311 S109,811
19 S102..663 Sl04,094 S102.663 S104.163 S105,663 S107,163 $105.774 S107,274 $108,774 S110,274 S107.889 S109.389 Sl 10,889
20 Sl0.3,576 SlOS,007 S103,S76 $105,076 5106,576 S108,076 S106,303 S107.803 S109,303 Sl 10,803 S109.492 S110.992 S112,492
21 S104,447 S105,878 S104,447 S105,947 S107,4A7 SI08.947 S107,361 S108,861 S110,361 S111,861 S110,581 S112..081 SI 13,581
22 S105,380 S106,811 S105.380 S106,880 S108.380 SI09,880 S108A18 S109,918 Slll.418
S112,.918 S111,671 S113.17I S114,671
23 S106,29.3 S107,724 S106,293 S107,793 S109.293 Sl 10,793 S109.A76 S110,976 Sl 12,476 S113,976 Sl12,760 S114,260 SllS,760
S114,505 Slll,305
S114,805 S116,305
24 S107.l05 S108,636 S107,205 S108,705 Sl 10.205 S111.705 s, 10,005 Sll t,505 SlB,005
S112,618 Sl 11063 Sl 12.563 S114,063 SllS,563
S114,39S S115.895 S117,395
25 S108,118 S109,549 S108,118 S109,618 Stlt,118
26 S108,387 S110,441 S108,387 S109,887 S111,387 S112,887 S112,.120 Sl 13,620 S115,120 i116,620 S115,484 S116,984 S118,484

BALTIMORE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Brandon M. Scott
Mayor

Michael S. Harrison
Police Commissioner

ADDENDUM C
Secondary Employment
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211

October 27, 2021

RE: Secondary Employment
Dear President Mancuso:
This letter will affirm our agreement in principle, to allow members of the bargaining unit to
engage in secondary employment in uniform and armed with the issued service weapon within
the limits of Baltimore City. The Police Commissioner shall exercise sole authority to determine
whether, in all circumstances, each individual employment in which the uniform is to be worn
should be permitted, based upon, but not limited to, the type of work, the suitability of the
employer, and the number of scheduled hours the members will devote to the employment, in
compliance with department policy and other operational considerations. A member may work in
approved secondary employment not to exceed thirty-two (32) hours per week. No more than
twenty (20) of those hours shall be worked in assignments outside those administered by the
Overtime Unit unless the remaining 12 hours of City Secondary are not available, in which case
the member may work up to the 32 hour limit. The Police Commissioner may authorize other
approved secondary not subject to the twenty (20) hour limit such as hotels, hospitals, and
schools.
During a week where the member is off five (5) or more leave days, other than medical leave, a
member shall not work more than forty (40) hours of approved secondary employment.
The Police Commissioner reserves the right to revoke permission previously granted at any time.
The decision of the Police Commissioner in these matters shall be final and not subject to
grievance procedures set forth in any collective bargaining agreements.
The guidelines set forth in General Order (GO Q-2) shall govern the terms of this policy, based
on recommendations of a committee comprised of my designees and members of the FOP, Lodge
#3.
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
Sincerely,

~
(JJ(}),
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
c/o 242 West 29 th Street

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
•

Baltimore, Maryland 21211-2908
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BAL TIM ORE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Michael S. Harrison
Police Commissioner

Brandon M. Scott
Mayor

ADDENDUM D
Reasonable Suspicion For Drug Testing
While Investigating Cases Of Deadly Force
October 27, 2021

Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211

RE: Reasonable Suspicion for Drug Testing While Investigating Cases
of Deadly Force
Dear President Mancuso:
In the event that a member of the bargaining unit shall be investigated for an on-duty
use of deadly force, (including but not limited to discharging of a firearm), the member shall not
be required to submit to drug screening and/or alcohol testing unless there is reasonable suspicion
to believe the member acted under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol. Changes to this
standard are reserved to the Police Commissioner and may be changed at his discretion.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner

Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
__________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President

c/o 242 West 29"' Street

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

•

Baltimore, Maryland 21211-2908
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Brandon M. Scott
Mayor

Michael S. Harrison
Police Commissioner

ADDENDUM E
Payment For Court Appearances
(Retired Police Officers)
October 27, 2021

Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211

RE: Payment for Court Appearances (Retired Police Officers)
Dear President Mancuso:
When a retired member of the bargaining unit is summoned by a court, within one (1) year from
the member's retirement date, to appear and give testimony in a matter arising within the scope
of his employment while the retiree was an active Baltimore Police Officer, such retiree shall be
paid a flat rate of $50 as compensation for all time spent. The retiree may be required to present
proof of attendance satisfactory to the Agency prior to payment.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner

Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
__________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President

c/o 242 West 29 th Street

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

•

Baltimore, Maryland 21211-2908
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Michael S. Harrison
Police Commissioner

Brandon M. Scott
Mayor

ADDENDUM F
Breaking Ties For Promotions
October 27, 2021

Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: Breaking Ties for Promotions
Dear President Mancuso:

This will affirm our agreement that the Department will support an FOP’s initiative to change the
current system of breaking ties for promotions to a system where ties are resolved in favor of the
candidate with the greatest seniority.

Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President

c/o 242 West 29"' Street

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

•

Baltimore, Maryland 21211-2908
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ADDENDUM G
Retiree Health Care Premiums
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: Retiree Health Care Premiums

Dear President Mancuso:
The Employer shall continue to assume 50% of the current retirees’ Blue Cross/Blue
Shield premiums, and it shall continue to assume 50% of the premiums for all members
of the bargaining unit who retire after twenty (20) or more years of credited service, or
upon disability retirement from the Fire and Police Retirement System.

Sincerely,

Deborah F. Moore-Carter
Labor Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
cc:

Michael S. Harrison

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024
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Brandon M. Scott
Mayor

Michael S. Harrison
Police Commissioner

ADDENDUM H
Recruitment and Training
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING
Dear President Mancuso:
This side-letter will affirm our agreement that the Department will throughout the
term of this FY 2022-2024 MOU earmark specific funds for the purposes of training and
recruiting. More specifically, agency funds totaling $400,000 will be utilized for providing
training to bargaining unit members. In addition, agency funds totaling $150,000 will be
utilized for recruitment.
Please accept this Side Letter as compliance with our understanding.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
DDD:dla
cc: Deborah F. Moore-Carter
ACCEPTED for Fraternal Order of Police:
___________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President / Date
c/o 242 West 29 th Street

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

•
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ADDENDUM I
Grievance and Arbitration and Discipline
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: BALTIMORE CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT – ARTICLES 5 AND 15
Dear President Mancuso:
This letter will confirm the agreement reached by the City and the FOP regarding two provisions
in the new MOU:
1. Article 5 Grievance and Arbitration: It is agreed that should an employee or the Lodge desire to
file a grievance, it must be filed beginning at Step 1 and continuing if necessary through the remaining
Steps and only then to arbitration. The only exception to this requirement that all grievance steps are
mandatory shall be in cases of a group or class grievance which may be instituted at Step 3 or where
the parties mutually agree to skip one or more steps in the grievance process.
2. Article 15B The parties have agreed to interpret this section to mean that if an employee
suspended without pay pursuant to Article 15B, they will be entitled to reinstitution to pay status with
all benefits, and lost pay back to the date on which pay was stopped, effective when the employee is
returned to full duty status.
Please accept this Side Letter as compliance with our understanding.
Sincerely,

Deborah F. Moore-Carter
Labor Commissioner
DFMC:dla
cc: Michael S. Harrison
Quinton M. Herbert
Yvette Brown

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

ACCEPTED for Fraternal Order of Police:
________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President / Date
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Mayor

ADDENDUM J
Civilians on Hearing Boards

October 27, 2021

Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: Civilians on Hearing Boards
Dear President Mancuso:

Subject to Article 15.A and 15.V, this letter will memorialize the parties’ agreement to add two
(2) civilians to the Departmental Administrative Hearing Boards (“Boards”) under the following
terms:
1.

Application. Civilians who wish to serve on Boards will be selected from volunteers
who have completed an online or paper application that will be developed jointly
among the Baltimore Police Department (“BPD”), Baltimore City (“City”) and FOP,
and which will be available on the BPD’s and City’s website. The application will
require applicants to provide the information necessary to determine whether they
meet the minimum age, residency, objectivity and criminal history qualifications
stated below, and state that all candidates selected to serve as Civilian Board
Members will be required to successfully complete the MPTC and Civilian Board
Member Training Program.

2.

Selection. The City, BPD and the FOP will jointly select candidates to serve as
Civilian Members of Boards. The selection of a Civilian Board Member will be by
majority vote, with the City, BPD, and the FOP each having one vote.

3.

Qualifications. Candidates will be selected to serve as Civilian Board Members
upon meeting the eligibility requirements outlined below. Prior to being able to
serve as a Civilian Board Member, a selected candidate will be required to
successfully complete the training identified below.

4.

Eligibility. In order to be eligible to be selected as a candidate to serve as a
Civilian Board Member, a candidate must meet the following qualifications:
c/o 242 West 29 th Street

FOP Unit I Fiscal Years 2022-2024

•

Baltimore, Maryland 21211-2908
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Michael S. Harrison
Police Commissioner

Brandon M. Scott
Mayor

ADDENDUM J
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5.

(a)

21 years of age.

(b)

Baltimore City resident.

(c)

Never convicted or otherwise found guilty of a felony offense.

(d)

Not convicted or otherwise found guilty of a misdemeanor for which a
sentence for one (1) year or more could have been imposed, within the ten
(10) years preceding the appointment date.

(e)

Not arrested for a felony or misdemeanor, as set forth in paragraphs (c) and
(d) above, where charges remain pending as of the appointment date.

(f)

Not a party (or the spouse, parent, sibling, or child of a party) to any legal
action filed against the BPD, or a member of the BPD in the member’s official
capacity, within ten (10) years preceding the appointment date. Filing a
notice of claim under the Local Government Torts Claims Act will constitute
being a party to a legal action.

(g)

Not a current or former BPD sworn law enforcement officer.

(h)

Affirm that he/she can be fair and impartial and has no bias in favor of or
against police.

(i)

Not a current or former voting or non-voting member of the Baltimore City
Civilian Review Board.

Training. In order for a selected candidate to serve as a Civilian Board Member, a
candidate must complete the following training:
(a)

Candidates must complete the training administered by the Maryland Police
Training and Standards Commission on matters relating to police procedures
in accordance with HB670, Pub. Safety Art., Section 3-106(C) and/or the Law
Enforcement Officers’ Bill of Rights, Pub. Safety Art. Title 3, to the extent the
latter is in effect during the term of the contract.

(b)

Candidates must complete the Civilian Board Member Training Program
developed and conducted by the BPD. Within 90 days of execution of this
agreement, the BPD, the City, and the FOP will meet and confer over the
training program for Civilian Board Members, in which the FOP will have the
opportunity to provide input with respect to the content of the training and to
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observe during the training sessions. Such training will be approximately
eight (8) hours in total.
(c)

6.

Candidates must participate in the BPD Ride-Along Program. Each candidate
must participate in a minimum of five (5) ride-alongs in at least three (3)
separate districts, to include one (1) ride along during A Shift and three (3)
ride-alongs during C shift. Each ride-along will be a minimum of four (4)
hours in duration. A Field Training Officer must be present for such ridealongs. In addition, if an incident involving an officer occurs during a ridealong which subsequently goes before a Board, the civilian present during
the ride-along may not serve as a Civilian Board Member on that Board.

General Provisions
(a)

Service on Boards
i.

Composition of Board. A Board will consist of five (5) voting board
members. The two (2) Civilian Board Members will participate as
voting members. The three (3) sworn members will participate as
voting members and will be selected in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding. The highest ranking law
enforcement member of the Board shall be the chairperson.

ii.

Civilian Board Members will be randomly selected for each Board,
subject to their availability. If no Civilian Board Member(s) is eligible
and available for a hearing, the hearing will proceed without one or
both Civilian Board Member(s).

iii.

If a Civilian is serving on a Board for a hearing that requires more
than one (1) day, and the Civilian is unavailable for the subsequent
hearing day(s), the hearing will be postponed for a reasonable period
until the Civilian Board Member is available.

iv.

In the event the Board proceeds with only one Civilian Board Member
due to unavailability, the Board will proceed to adjudicate the matter
with four (4) members. In the event the four members are unable to
render a majority determination, the Board will be reconstituted and
rehear the matter.

v.

When selected to serve, Civilian Board Members will be required to
complete the Department’s Objectivity Statement. Any Civilian Board
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Member who indicates that he/she has a conflict or states that he/she
cannot be objective will be removed from the Board and replaced with
another randomly selected Civilian Board Member.
(b)

Stipends. Civilians serving on Boards will receive a $500 stipend for
completing the training requirements outlined above, to be payable by the
BPD after the civilian’s participation in his/her first Board hearing. Civilian
Board Members also will receive a stipend of no less than $100 per hearing
day paid by the BPD.

(c)

Term and Removal. Civilian Board Members shall be selected to serve for
a term of three (3) years and may serve up to two (2) consecutive terms.
A Civilian Board Member shall be removed from service during his/her term
only if the individual engages in activity that would have precluded him/her
from service had it occurred prior to selection; provided, however, that if the
circumstances giving rise to removal are resolved such that the individual
remains eligible to serve, he/she may be reinstated for the balance of the term.
In addition, if the Police Commissioner determines that the Civilian Board
Member is unwilling or unable to perform the duties and responsibilities of a
Board member, he/she may be removed at any time with the FOP’s
concurrence.
No determination of a Board that includes a Civilian Board Member, who it is
later discovered was not eligible to participate on the Board, will be invalidated
on that basis.
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7.

Grandfather Clause. No Civilian Board Member will participate in a Board for any
accused officer who was administratively charged by the BPD prior to December 19,
2018.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
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ADDENDUM K
Limited/Light Duty
October 27, 2021

Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: Limited/Light Duty
Dear President Mancuso:

This letter will memorialize the parties’ agreement to replace the Medical Leave Letter dated
March 21, 2005, with the following:

1.

Limited Duty
(a)

Maximum Limited/Light Duty Periods. Limited/light duty work is temporary
and intended to provide employees with a period of time in which to recover
and return to full-duty status. As such, limited/light duty shall not be
permanent and shall be limited in duration in accordance with the following.
Exhaustion of the maximum period of limited/light duty will result in the
employee’s separation from service, consistent with paragraphs 3 and 4,
unless he/she has retired from service or has accepted transfer to a civilian
position.
(i)

Line of Duty Injury or Illness. Any employee who sustains an injury
or illness in the line of duty and who ceases to perform the full duties
of a police officer will have a maximum of twenty-four (24) months
from the date of onset of the injury or illness to complete the
appropriate procedure and/or treatment to return to full-duty status.

(ii)

Non-Line of Duty Injury or Illness. Any employee who sustains a nonline of duty injury or illness and who ceases to perform the full duties
of a police officer will have a maximum of twelve (12) months from
the date of onset of the injury or illness to complete the appropriate
procedure and/or treatment to return to full-duty status.

The above periods will be extended through the date of an F&P determination
on the employee’s application for disability pension, if such determination has
not been rendered within the maximum limited/light duty period stated above,
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provided that any delay in the hearing date for such determination has not
been caused by the employee.

2.

(b)

The maximum periods above will be cumulative unless the employee has
returned to work for a period of eighteen (18) continuous months without
use of limited/light duty or medical leave for the same injury or illness. Any
recurrence of the need for limited/light duty or medical leave for the same
injury or illness, if less than eighteen (18) months from any prior usage, will
be treated as a continuation of the maximum periods stated above.

(c)

If the need for limited/light duty or medical leave is a result of a new injury,
the provisions in (i) and (ii) would apply.

Return to Full Duty Status
(a)

Should the Department receive written certification from an employee’s
physician that the employee is (i) qualified to return to full duty status, or (ii)
will be qualified for full duty within a reasonable period of time, the
Department’s Medical Director or his/her designee shall review the written
certification. Upon review, if the Department’s Medical Director or his/her
designee agrees with the employee’s physician certification, the employee
will be returned to full duty.

(b)

If the Department’s Medical Director or his/her designee disagrees with the
certification, a conference will be conducted by Department’s Medical
Director or his/her designee with the sworn employee and the sworn
employee’s physician in an attempt to resolve the difference of medical
opinions. If the conference fails to produce an agreement regarding the
employee’s status, the employee will have thirty (30) days to schedule an
examination by a qualified independent physician selected by the sworn
employee with the concurrence of the Department’s Medical Director or
his/her designee. Once the independent physician is selected as described
herein, the Department’s Medical Director or his/her designee shall refer the
sworn employee to that physician for an evaluation of the sworn employee’s
qualification to return to full-duty status.

(c)

Upon receipt of the results of the independent physician’s examination, the
Department’s Medical Director or his/her designee shall make the final
determination regarding the employee’s qualification to return to full duty.
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3.

Permanent Medical Disqualification
(a)

Retirement. Any employee who has been determined to be permanently
medically unqualified to return to a full-duty status by the Department’s
Medical Director or the employee’s treating health care provider, regardless
whether the employee has exhausted the maximum periods for limited/light
duty described in paragraph 1, will retire from service if eligible for any form
of pension (e.g., normal service retirement, line of duty or non-line of duty
disability retirement, or job removal). Such retirement shall occur as soon as
the employee is eligible for such pension, if applicable.
(i)

In the case of a disability pension, the employee must file a
completed application for a pension, including all required supporting
records, within ninety (90) calendar days from the date of notification
of the determination of permanent medical disqualification. Failure to
file the required application will result in the employee being
separated from the Department immediately due to that employee’s
inability to perform the requirements of a full-duty police officer.

(ii)

Any employee who timely files a completed disability pension benefit
application and who does not withdraw his/her application, shall not
be separated from the Department until such time as a decision has
been rendered on the employee’s application for a disability pension.
If awarded a disability pension, the employee will retire.

(iii)

If the employee is denied a disability pension, the employee shall
have a maximum of twelve (12) months in the case of line-of-duty, or
six (6) months in the case of non-line of duty, to recover and return
to full duty. If the employee does not return to full duty within the
above-stated periods, the employee will be separated from service in
the following manner: (1) if eligible, retire with a normal service
retirement; (2) if eligible, retire by job removal pursuant to the
Baltimore City Fire and Police Employees’ Retirement System, Article
22, § 34(j-1)(1)(C); or (3) separate from service upon exhaustion of
the maximum limited/light duty period. Employees who are
permanently unable to perform their duties and who are denied a
disability pension by the Department’s medical director shall be
separated on the last calendar day of the month preceding the month
in which the employee first is eligible to retire.
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(b)

Reassignment. In lieu of retirement or separation from service, at any time
after an employee has been determined to be permanently medically
unqualified to return to a full-duty status by the Department’s Medical
Director or the employee’s treating health care provider, the employee may
seek a reassignment to a civilian position for which he/she is qualified. Such
position/reassignment may be outside the bargaining unit, and will be subject
to the terms and conditions of any applicable bargaining agreement. If the
employee accepts the reassignment, the employee’s personnel classification
will be changed consistent with the new position.

Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:

_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
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ADDENDUM L
Patrol Incentive Program
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211

October 27, 2021

RE: PATROL INCENTIVE PROGRAM
Dear President Mancuso:
The parties agree to work cooperatively to develop a Patrol Incentive Pilot Program during the
term of the MOU through a Joint Labor Management Committee. The features of the program
will include:


An annual lump sum incentive payment for Sector Patrol members of $2,000 per
year.



The program will commence on July 1, 2021 and continue for three fiscal years,
sunsetting on June 30, 2024. At that time, the parties may assess whether the
program is working and may agree to continue the program.



The incentive payments shall not be considered earnings or income for purposes
of pension calculations.



To the greatest extent allowable by law, the incentive payments will be excluded
from all premium pay calculations under the MOU or otherwise.



The Committee determined eligibility criteria for the incentive payment, provided
that, to be eligible, a member must be actively working in Sector Patrol during the
one-year period, including the first and last days of the one-year period, to which
the incentive payment pertains.

The Committee will be convened by the Labor Commissioner and President of the Lodge, or their
respective designees, within 30 calendar days following the BOE notation date.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
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ADDENDUM M
Patrol Schedule
October U, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
FratemaJOrder of Police
Baltimore City kodge #3
3920 Buena Viifa, Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE:Patrol Schedule

0,ear Preside,ntMla111auso;

evletter dated April 20, 2021, the Baltimore PoUc@Department, pursuant to ArtJole 11.8.8 of
the, parties' Memoranda of Understandlrtg {"'MOUs."I,a111noun~ed
a new !Patrol Schedule to take
effect on January 1. 2022. The IFOPrequested, and tho Department agreed, that th@ new
so'hedulewill remain in effect for the duration of the newly negotrated MOUs, I.e. through June
30, 20241.It is agreed and understood that nothing in this Sideletter will be constr ued to modify
or limit the IDepartment's night to change the Patrol S.Chedulein ac:cordanccwith Article 11.B.8,
1

prmtidedth.at any suc:hrnodific.alionsare effectlve after June 30, 20241.This Sideletter will
sunsl?ton June 30, 20241.
Pl,ease.signand return a copy of this Slefl,elcttc_r
to indicate FOPLodge 3's understanding and
agreement with these tem,s,
Sincerely,

Pollc.eCommissioner
Accepted for

the Fraternal Orderof Po~lce;

910)~

Michael ManCtJso,Prie.s.ldent
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By Email and First Class Mail

April 20, 2021 (Revisedl
Michael Mancuso
President, FOPLodge No. 3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore MD 21211

RE: Patrol ScheduleChanges
Dear President Mancuso:
Pursuant to Article 11.B.8 of the MOU, the Police Commissioner has the authority to change the patrol
schedule. On April 20, 2021, the City notified the FOPthat the Commissioner intends to exercise his
discretion to make certain changes to the patrol schedule, effective January 1, 2022.
The changesare as follows:
a.

The workday will be reduced from 8 hours and 33 minutes to 8 hours and 30 minutes.

b.

Changesin the start and stop times of shifts to conform to the 8.5 hour workday will be:

CURRENT
SHIFTS

B Shift
C Shift
A Shift

c.

NEW SHIFTS
Early
0615-1445

0639-1512
1439- 2312
2239-0712

1415-2245
2215-0645

Normal
0645-1515
1445- 2315
2245-0715

While we will maintain the 5/2 - 5/3 schedule, A, Band C shifts (early and normal) will
be permanent, not rotating.

In accordance with Article 11.B.8, I would like to schedule a meeting with the FOPto solicit feedback on
the schedule changes no later than May 1, 2021. Pleasecontact me to provide your availability for this
meeting.

Deputy Commissioner, Operations Bureau
cc: Police Commissioner Michael S. Harrison
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ADDENDUM N
Mission Critical Stipend
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: BALTIMORE POLICE DEPARTMENT MISSION CRITICAL STIPEND
Dear President Mancuso:
Effective upon ratification or as soon as administratively feasible thereafter, and retroactive to
September 1, 2021, all bargaining unit employees shall receive a mission critical stipend through
December 31, 2021. Public-facing officers will receive a biweekly stipend of $250 biweekly. Nonpublic facing officers will receive a biweekly stipend of $100.
Please accept this Sideletter as compliance with our understanding.
Sincerely,

Deborah F. Moore-Carter
Labor Commissioner
DFMC:dla
cc: Michael S. Harrison
Quinton M. Herbert
Yvette Brown
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ADDENDUM O
Tuition Reimbursement
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: TUITION REIMBURSEMENT SIDELETTER
Dear President Mancuso:
The parties will create a joint labor-management committee to review the impact of the HB 670
tuition reimbursement provisions. Any decision by the committee will not diminish the level of
benefit provided for in the current Article 11E.

Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
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ADDENDUM P
Joint Labor Management Cost Containment Committee
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: JOINT LABOR MANAGEMENT COST CONTAINMENT COMMITTEE
Dear President Mancuso:
During the course of these negotiations, the parties engaged in meaningful and productive
discussions regarding opportunities to operate the Department in an efficient manner and to
ensure that Department resources are deployed in the most productive and cost-effective ways.
The parties desire to continue these discussions and, therefore, will form a Joint LaborManagement Cost Containment Committee to serve as the vehicle for ongoing and regular
meetings. Each party will appoint an equal number of members to the committee which will meet
at mutually agreed times and places during the term of the MOUs.

Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:

~
(JJ(}),

_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
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ADDENDUM Q
Defining Seniority
October 27, 2021
Michael Mancuso, President
Fraternal Order of Police
Baltimore City Lodge #3
3920 Buena Vista Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211
RE: DEFINING SENIORITY
Dear President Mancuso:
This Sideletter represents the parties’ agreement about the definition of seniority for the purposes
of schedule bidding:
Police Officers: Seniority will be based on length of service within rank. The lowest
sequence number will determine seniority ties for settling ties for service length within rank.
Sergeants: Seniority will be based on length of service within rank. The promotional list
results will determine the senior sergeant for settling ties for service length within rank.
Lieutenants: Seniority will be based on length of service within rank. The promotional list
results will determine the senior lieutenant for settling ties for service length within rank.
Demotion: If a member of the bargaining unit is demoted, their length of service within rank
is based on when they first obtained the rank.
Sincerely,

Michael S. Harrison
Commissioner
Accepted for the Fraternal Order of Police:
_________________________________
Michael Mancuso, President
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